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MEMORANDUM 
TO: Concerned individuals 

FROM: Rabbi Simcha Wasserman 

RE: Reaching out 

THE CLOSING WORDS of the Era of the Prophets were 
spoken by Malachi: "Behold! I shall send forth the 
Prophet Elijah. He will return the hearts of fathers 
unto children, and the hearts of children unto their 
fathers" (3:24). Rashi explains this to refer to the 
return of elders to the Almighty "through the children. 
[Elijah] will address the children with kindness and 
with love: Go and speak to your parents. Convince 
them to cling to the ways of the Creator. And so shall 
the hearts of the children [be returned to the Almighty] 
through their parents." 

Return of the Youth 

JN OUR TIME we are witnessing the realization of the 
first part of this prophecy. The words of Jeremiah, 
"Children will return to their boundaries" ( 31 : 16), are 
becoming fact in both the physical and spiritual realms. 
The joining of the people of Israel with the land of 
Israel is one of the great miracles of our time. At the 
same time, the surprising return of many a Jewish per
son to the direction of Torah is also a miracle occurring 
before our very eyes. Witnessing the miraculous growth 
of Yeshivas and Bais Yaakov schools, one can echo 
the words of Isaiah, who likened the Jewish people to 
a mother, widowed and bereft of her family, who 
stumbles across her offspring and exclaims in disbelief: 
"Who bore for me all these?" (49:21) 

The Older Generation 

oN THE OTHER HAND, realization of the second half of 
the prophecy of Malachi-that children will be brought 
back to the fold through their parents-has not yet 
made a noticeable appearance. It is certain to come, 
and fortunate will be the lot of those people who will 
engage in putting up the road signs for this movement. 

RABBI SJMCHA WASSERMAN, Rosh Yeshiva of West Coast Ta/. 
mudical Sen1inarY in Los ngeles. has blazed trails in Torah 
education all over A1nerica for the past three decades. He 
distributed this memoranduni to a .wnall f!roup of "concerned 
individuals." The Jewish Observer believes that this piece
lvhich draws on Rabbi Wasserman's vast experiences and in
siRhts in the American educational scene, deserves wider 
attention. 
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The Only Source of Inspiration 

THERE Iii ONLY ONE kind of road sign suitable for 
guiding a Jewish person to return to his Creator and 
to his people-the study of Torah. Regarding the 
words of Jeremiah, "Me, they have neglected, My 
Torah they have not guarded" ( 16: 11), our Sages 
remark, "The Almighty says, I with they would have 
guarded my Torah in study, even when they neglected 
me in their actions. The inner light of Torah would 
have directed them to a better existence." 

Our Sages also say, in quotation of the Almighty, 
"I created evil inclinations, and I created Torah study 
as an antidote." This indicates that Torah study is the 
only feasible method for directing one to function as 
a Jew. One who attempts to bring Jews back to their 
fold by any other method can be likened to a man 
trying to manually lift a burden that could only be 
handled by a mechanized crane. One cannot possibly 
absorb sufficient strength to pursue a life of Torah 
from mere propaganda for Judaism. Stamina for an 
anthentically Jewish existence can only stem from a 
fullness of Torah study. 

Torah Vitality 

'fHE RAMBAM in his "Letter to Yemen" makes it clear 
that Torah is literally a "Toras Chaim," a vital force 
with a life of its own for which there is no substitute. 
Each and every word of Torah, both the written and 
the oral-as long as it is pure Torah--exerts an in
spiration of tremendous force upon every Jewish person 
who is exposed to it. Although this may defy a rational 
explanation, it has been experienced time and again. 

The immeasurable force of a word of Torah can be 
illustrated by an incident related in the Gemora. Three 
days after the Jewish people crossed the Red Sea, the 
prophets among them-Moses, Aaron, Miriam, and 
others-noticed a weakening in the composure of the 
people. As a remedy, they instituted the reading of the 
Torah on Shabbos, Mondays and Thursdays, thus 
making certain that the people would never experience 
three days without Torah. A minimum of three passages 
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was established for the readings (Babba Kamma 82a). 
(Later, Ezra raised the minimum to ten.) Moshe Rab
beinu, together with his contemporary prophets, felt 
that a public Torah reading, providing an average of 
one passage per day, would be sufficient to preserve 
the unity of the Jewish nation. How powerful is one 
posuk of Torah! 

Hunger for Torah, its Promises and its Hazards 

"DAYS WILL COME, says the Almighty, when I shall 
inflict famine upon the land. Not a hunger for bread 
nor a thirst for water, but only [a desire] to hear my 
words. says the L-rd" (A mos 8: 11 ) . Where a hunger 
exists, there is a lack of food; an increasing appetite; 
and a hazardous situation v.1hcre people may consume 
unhealthy and even poisonous foods proffered by un
scrupulous peddlers. 

This is an apt description of the present day situation 
of American Jewry. There is a great scarcity of Torah 
1cnrning and information. At the same time, the search 
for Torah and Jewish identification which exists today 
in all circles is awe-inspiring. Sometimes we are amazed 
at who knocks at the doors of Yeshivas and begs for 
admittance. Genuine movements of coming back to 
Jewishness and to Torah do appear here and there. 
Neverthele'5, to our regret, peddlers of ersatz Torah 
are enjoying a hey-day. Synthetic Torah is presently 
being sold in the open market. Schools abound that 
appear to be teaching Torah, but in reality arc teaching 
denial of Torah. 

A similar situation exists with regard to 1iteraturc 
on Jewish subjects. While there is a great demand for 
the genuine article, the market is being flooded with 
literature of doubtful value. Misrepresentations of 
Jewish standards. beliefs, philosophy, and life, are 
available in great abundance. Literature of anti-Torah, 
anti-Jewish, and anti-Semitic nature is filling up the 
racks of Jewish bookstores and many are becoming 
bestsellers. "My sheep have gone astray among all 
the mountains, on every high hill, and over the land" 
(Ezekial 34:6). 

Methods of Approach 

NO SUPERVISION OF PRODUCTS can be as effective as 
training knowledgeable consumers. Similarly, the only 
way to protect our people from misrepresentative litera
ture and from misleading teachers is to provide them 
with genuine Torah knowledge and an authentic Torah 
outlook. 

"Children raised by parents who had turned away 
from the Torah, as well as their descendants, are 
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victims of circumstances beyond their control. Although 
they later may come among Jews and become aware of 
the Jewish way of life and still persist in their old 
erring ways, they are still considered victims of cir
cumstances due to the fact that they were raised in 
this manner from childhood. We therefore should draw 
them back to Torah, attract them with Divrei Sholom 
(words of peace), until they come back to Torah 
strength'" (Rambam, Yad Hachazaka, Mamrim 3:3). 
The Rambam here indicates that for a Jew to become 
observant of Mitzvos, he needs the "strength" of Torah 
learning. 

Torah is called Divrei Sholom Vo' em es (words of 
peace and truth). The Rambam intentionally specifies 
Divrei Sholom only, while he omits Vo'e1nes. A reason
able explanation may be that Torah study is only iden
tified as such when it possesses the En1es factor-when 
it is utilized as a guide for life and action. Torah in
formation absorbed as an intellectual pursuit, without 
any deference to it as a guide for conduct, may be 
called anything but the study of Torah. The Rabbis 
say: "Whoever says I have naught but Torah, does 
not even have Torah." In carrying out the Rarnbam's 
recommendations for drawing people back to Torah 
and attracting them until they come back to Torah 
strength, we are faced with a serious dilem1na. First, 
the Rambam tells us not to expect immediate practice 
from people who "are victims of circu1nstanccs, even if 
they persist in their erring ways." Consequently, this 
kind of study without intention of putting theory into 
practice may be disqualified as Torah ... How then, 
should we begin? 

A Starting Point 

A POSSIBLE SOLUTION would be to begin with those 
parts of Torah that are classified as mussar and agadah, 
where the basic emphasis relates to fundamental prin
ciples of faith and character formation. For example: 
Sefer Breishis and the first part of Sefer D'vorim, as 
well as similar texts in Chu1nash; Pirkei Avos in Mish
nah; Rambam's Hilchos De'os, his Introduction to 
Mishnah; Chovos Halvovos, and similar texts of Ri
shonbn and Acharonim-earlier and later authorities. 
It is possible that this is exactly what the Rambam 
indicates to us by referring to Divrei Sholom, while 
omitting Vo' emes. 

Another factor in a fruitful approach could best be 
described by what our Sages tell us regarding the 
saintly Tanna, Reb Tzodok. He fasted for forty years, 
praying that the Bais Hamikdosh would not be de
stroyed. After the destruction of the Bais Hamikdosh, 
he was treated by physicians to restore him to his 
health. The Talmud tells us that his cure consisted of 
his being fed a gruel of flour and water. This built up 
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the strength of his shrunken intestines so they could 
later absorb solids. 

The situation in America is a similar one. After a 
Torah starvation that has lasted several generations, the 
spiritual "intestines" of Atnerican Jews have suffered 
a miserable shrinkage. Special caution is important ns 
to the form of Torah food being presented. Quantities 
may have to be small at the beginning. At the same 
time, the ingredients must be absolutely pure in genuine 
Torah quality. This should compensate for the small 
dosage. 

Personal experience with this approach during the 
last fifteen years has, Boruch Hashem, returned a mun
ber of people to Torah and to genuine observance of 
Mitzvos. This same approach also resulted in the 
opening of a Day School in a Jewish community. (At 
this point, I must make special mention of Irving 
Bunim's "Ethics from Sinai." This book employs a 
method sin1i1ar to the one outlined above, and it had 
a tremendous impact upon n number of people \vho 
were exposed to it.) 

URGENT PRACTICAL NEEDS: 
Torah-Study Project 

THE SPREADING OF TORAH STUDY on a large scale 
through personal contact seems unlikely, du~ to the 
simple lack of personnel. Still, nothing shonld stand 
in the way of a concentrated appeal all over the 
country to propagate k'vius itim laTorah-thc setting 
aside of specific times for Torah study. Ways should be 
found to hammer into the consciousness of every Jewish 
person the sacred obligation "to set a time for hi111sc]f 
for Torah study," five or ten minutes during the day, 
and five or ten minutes during the evening. 

This appeal would have to be supported by a plan 
which would make available genuine Torah texts in the 
English language to anyone who desires to use them. 
This may be done in more than one way. One sugges
tion-by Mr. Bunim-is a Torah Book Club. Another 
'consideration would be to establish lending libraries 
for Torah seforiln in central locations, to serve their 
respective regions. Still another possibility would be to 
have Torah seforim published in English in inexpensive 
paperbacks. 

Torah Literature 

JN ADDJTION TO GENUINE TORAH TEXTS that are suitable 
for fulfilling the obligation of Torah study and thus 
carry within them tremendous insoirationa1 force of 
Torah (such texts as cannot be studied before reciting 
birchas haTorah), there are also other reliable texts on 
Jewish subjects-such as philosophy and history which 
should be recommended as reading material. And there 
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is a need for proper planning of methods for reaching 
the public. 

Translation Projects 

A NUMBER OF ORIGINAL TORAH TEXTS have already 
been translated into English (most of them published 
hy Feldheim), but there is still a great deal to be done 
in the field of translating. A few examples: Rambam's 
"Introduction to Mishnayos," Ramban1's Co111rnentary 
on the Tenth Chapter of Sanhedrin," as well as his 
"Letter to Yemen," possibly "Sefer Hachinuch," and 
other seforim. (I understand that Feldheim is now 
engaged in the translation of "M'noras Hamaor.") 

University Can1puses 

IT IS ALSO URGENT that we find ways to penetrate the 
university campuses with this C(\mpaig:n. Lubavitch is 
already involved in various campus projects, and could 
be of great help. Since students arc often limited in 
funds, libraries or paperbacks \vould be more applicable 
to their studies than a Torah Book Club. 

A By-Product: Support for Yeshivas 

WE SHOULD REALIZE that the existence of all our Yc
shivos-both Day Schools and more '1dvanced institu
tions--depends greatly upon communicating Torah in
spiration and education to the entire Jewish community. 
Unless the public is Torah educated, the Yeshiva con
tributor will soon be supplanted by the phihrnthropist 
whose list of priorities does not even include Y eshivos. 

CONCLUSION 

IT JS IN PLACE to mention the comment of the Tanna 
D'vai Eliyahu on the words of Isaiah, "Break your 
bread with the hungry ... and when you see someone 
naked, give him covering" (58:7). The Tanna D'vai 
Eliyahu says, "Hunger refers to hunger for Torah and 
bread refers to Torah (as indicated in A mos 8: I 1 ) . 
A man who understands words of Torah shall feed 
others from his knowledge. It will increase his own 
wisdom, for Heaven wiH add more to it. Whoever acts 
this way will not be separated from good . . . When 
you see a person who has no Torah, bring him into 
your home, teach him how to read the Shema, teach 
him to pray, teach him one verse a day, one Halachah 
a day, and encourage him in the observance of Mitzvos. 
No one is more naked in l srael than the man who is 
without Torah and Mitzvos" (Quoted in Biyur Hagro 
paragraph 5 to Yore Dea ii, chapter 245) . Bread indi
cates sustenance. Nakedness symbolizes exposure to 
danger and hazards. While sustaining the Jewish per
son, Torah at the same time provides for his protection. 

D 
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two 
observations 

The first reaction was shock-1nultiple hi-jackings of 
airplanes, all connected somehow with air-borne flights 
of Jews and the Holy Land. 

1"hen can1e the extra jolt. A renowned Rosh Yeshiva 
and his entire family were aboard the TWA flight that 
had notv landed on an isolated air strip in Jordan. 
Other individuals and personalities who were familiar 
to us became names in newspaper dispatches ... ls 
no one safe? Is nothing sacred? 

The emotions were an indefinable jumble of fear, 
disbelief, and horror; anger, concern, and helplessness. 

Then came the parade of questions: 
How far would a band of desperate terrorists go in 

pressing for their demands? Only the unwillingness of 
the heart to accept prevented the mind from exploring 
the furthest-but by no means remotest-possibilities. 

• 
.The barbaric excesses of the civil lVar in Jordan 

compounded our fears for the safety of the hostages 
and expanded the scale o.f our doubts to the cosmic. 
What do they want?-gave way to a more basic ques
tion: What does He want from us? 

* * * 
Below are two reactions- to son1e of the questions pro

voked by the hi-jacking crisis. The first piece is an 
editorial reaction to the chain of events that occurred 
during those three weeks. The second is based on re
marks made by Rabbi Israel Perkowsky, Rosh Yeshiva 
of the Yeshiva Bais HaTalmud and Rav of Agudas 
Israel of Baro Park-I 6th Avenue. The discussion is 
centered around the presence of the renowned Torah 
leader Rabbi Isaac Hutner among the hosta11es. 

I. The Chain of Events 
MEMORY JS A SELECTIVE TOOL. It retains the delightful 
and rejects the unpleasant. Thus, three weeks of 
turmoil and anxiety in retrospect have become re
duced to mere preludes to the tumultuous welcome 
at the airport for some of the hostages and the whiz
bang Erev Rosh Hashonah reuniting of families for 
the rest of them. 

It would be worthwhile, however, to sift through 
some of the details of the occurrences that began with 
a newscast on Sunday morning, September 6, to revive 
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some of the reactions and some of the trends of thought, 
and to sort them out before laying them to rest ... In 
the process a number of cliches can also be laid to rest. 

#I The Friendly Skies of ... TWA •.. EL AL ••• 

PAN AM ... SWISS AIR .•• BOAC 

The first impact was the crumbling of the aura 
of living-room comfort and security that surround 
commercial aviation. Suddenly it seemed as though 
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every plane aloft was yanked out of its course and 
re-set for a different destination. Flight-plans were 
meaningless. In fact, all personal plans seemed subject 
to amendment by outside forces . . . Stepping out of 
your house in the morning and shouting See you later 
over your shoulder seemed more a wish than a promise. 

#2 Hi-Jack: An Adventurous Side-Trip 

We had knowu of other incidents of hi-jackings. 
They had their established pattern: inconvenience, the 
adventure of a side-trip, climaxed by a hero's welcome 
home. It soon became apparent, however, that this 
was to be different. Rather than a cheap ride home for 
a gun-slinging desperado, the focus this time was on 
the passengers. They were not victims of circumstance. 
They were at the center of the events. 

It soon became known that the multiple hi-jackings 
were planned to coincide with the Labor Day Weekend, 
when a greater than usual number of Americans are 
flying ... And thus, out on a desert air-strip, four 
hundred passengers were captive, and were kept there 
as hostages. 

#3 The Deadly Grenade 

The news media carried the story of the abortive 
attempt to change the course of an El Al flight. The 
male hi-jacker was killed. His female companion, Leila 
Khaled, released a hand grenade that careened down 
the aisle to the horror of those passenges who saw it -
but for some reason it was faulty and it failed to go 
off. The plane landed at Heathrow Airport to discharge 
Miss Khaled and the corpse of her conspirator . . . 
Flight plans do not always work, but neither do 
grenades. 
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#4 Nations - United in Distress 

We had always been under the impression that honor 
does exist among nations and we therefore felt reason
ably secure that no single county would betray other 
captives to gain the release of her own nationals. Yet, 
for a moment there was a crack in the armor of unity 
... Early Monday morning, Switzerland offered to 
barter three convicted Arab hi-jackers for the passen
gers of her plane, and only withdrew the offer after 
pressure was exerted by other governments. West 
Germany continually dropped hints that she might be 
able to strike an agreeable bargain for her citizens. 
Even Ron Zeigler, President Nizon's press secretary, 
was uncertain at first if America might not just be 
happy to settle for the return of her non-Jewish na
tionals and then wait to see what could be done for the 
Jewish passengers. This was later declared unthinkable, 
yet the threat hovered buzzard-like over the awareness 
of Jews the world over, reviving memories of selections 
in Vichy ... Then, as if to save the interested nations 
the pain (or embarrassment) of a possible Dachau-ian 
decision process, the Popular Front removed all non
Jewish women and children, and later all non-Ameri
cans to the relative safety of Amman, and left the 
American men and all Jews to the isolation of the 
desert . . . The selection was already made. All that 
was lacking, it seemed, was a formal agreement - an 
agreement that would free other passengers, and Jet 
Jews remain on. 

#5 The Universally Respected Office of Humaneness 

In the meantime, the Red Cross Was mustered into 
action, and food was air-lifted to Amman. (Kosher 
food packages had also been dispatched but were Jost 
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"And it was in that time . . . " The 
brothers were involved in the sale of Joseph 
. . . Reuben donned sack cloth, and re
pented . . . Judah was seeking a wife . . . 
and all the while, G-d in Heaven was pre
paring the light of the ultimate redemption 
~ MIDRASH RABBAH 

Each of Jacob's sons carried his private 
share of a vast problem - the healing of 
the wounds of a fragmented family. Each 
was unaware of how his actions and the 
general flow of events fitted into an overall 
pattern ... Years later, it would all become 
clear. 

cnroute, and the stringently observant subsisted on a 
meagre ration of stale cookies.) The Red Cross has 
always been the epitome of devoted, disinterested 
hu111an rescue work, and is respected by a1l parties to 
any dispute or conflict. No one questions Red Cross 
intentions, nor does anyone stand in her way. Yet, 
by Friday, September 11, the commandoes ordered a 
four-man Red Cross medical team off the air-strip, and 
they turned back a Red Cross supply convoy from 
its trip to the hostages . . . and eventually, Andre 
Rochat, the hand-picked Red Cross negotiator, threw 
up his hands in despair, and abandoned his assign1nent. 

#6 The Power of the Sovereign State 

'The Hussein government demonstrated its intentions 
of rescuing the captives, and surrounded Dawson air. 
field with tanks. But it was powerless as a soverign 
authority over the renegade guerrillas to force them 
to free the hostages, and a swashbuckling rescue was 
militarily imprudent since the planes were already 
wired with explosives. 

#7 The Efficacy of "Shtadlonus" 

Offices, organizations, institutions, and private in
dividuals in New York, Washington, London, and 
Jerusalem, were tireless in their efforts to use every 
possible means to get food, aid, and encouragement to 
the hostages; frantic in their attempts to use every 
conceivable channel to gain freedom for the hostages. 
Phone calls were politely answered, messages were 
faithfully transmitted, reassurances were sincerely 
voiced, yet packages were invariably lost, words of 
encouragement never reached the despondent, and the 
hostages were left indefinitely stranded. 

#8 The Potency of American Might 

American diplomatic channels were doing their ut
most to insure the safety of the hostages with pleadings 
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and threats, promises and mobilizations. The Sixth 
Fleet was sent steaming toward the easten shores of 
the Mediterranean, huge transport planes were placed 
on emergency call in Turkey, contingency plans were 
being tank-thought in Washington - with the result 
that new meaning was given to the phenomenon of 
"the paralysis of power." American might simply 
seemed to be no match for the reckless irresponsibility 
of guerillas who "don't care if half the world blows up, 
if that's the only way we can get our message across 
to the rest of the world." 

#9 The Destructive Forces of Civil War 

After the planes were blown up and most of the 
hostages were whisked into the comparative safety of 
Amman, the long simmering hostility between Hussein 
and the guerrillas broke into full-fledged warfare. 
Hostages were divided into groups of four or five, and 
scattered across the countryside. Now confusion and 
despair were the only constants, while everything else 
was subject to change. Havens of safety became ex
posed to barbaric shellings, and the refugee camps -
pockets of the most impassioned bitterness against 
Israel - became havens of safety. The lives of the 
hostages, which were originally treated as valueless 
flotsam on the seas of strife - only good for swinging 
a bargain, dramatizing the Arab refugees' plight, or for 
use as barter for imprisoned guerri11as - now assu1ned 
a worth beyond anything anticipated, and great care 
was taken to protect them from harm. 

Stranger yet, blocks of buildings were leveled in 
merciless shelling that resulted in the indiscriminate, 
wholesale murder of Jordanian civilians. Only one 
building was somehow left unharmed in this desolate 
area - the one that housed a group of hostages. 

# 10 The Impossibility of Arab Unity 

Those Arab powers who had scorned the weak King 
Hussein and his makeshift Hashemite Kingdom fretted 
over the theatened balance of power in his nation; and 
suddenly Nasser, whose inflamatory oratory triggered 
the Six-Day War in 1967, emerged as the peacemaker. 
Governments in opposition to eachothcr, such as 
Nasser's Egypt and Faisal's Arabia, were united, while 
Syria gave outright support to the guerrillas, hut then 
retracted it. 

TEHTLLIM 

In our concern for our missing brethren, 
we declared a day of fast. We continued to 
gather for readings of Tehillim and prayers 
for the welfare of "Our brothers, all the 
House of Israel, who are given over to 
distress and captivity ... " 

At noontime, a sound-truck rolled through 
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AN END 

Jerusalem streets, summoning the citizenry 
to the Kosel for hours of pleading for mercy. 
Shops, stores, offices, and schools closed, 
while people by the thousands poured into 
the streets to pour their hearts out to the 
Almighty that "He have mercy on them 
and take them out of . . . darkness into 
light, from captivity to redemption ... " 

An agreement was reached in Cairo: a cease-fire, 
a return to a precarious balance of power, a release of 
hostages. The central figure in this meeting of minds, 
Gama! Abdel Nasser, escorted his guests to the 
Cairo airport, and - mission accon1p1ished - returned 
to his presidential palace and died. 

A PATTERN, A PLAN, OR A PUZZLE? 

"There is nothing at all nelv under the sun," said 
Kohelles. 

IN NATURAL OCCURRENCES, and in rational interpre~ 

tation of political events, there can be nothing new. 
The day-to-day confusion and aimless succession of 
occurrences possess no order. Only when lifted to a 
loftier perspective - above the sun - enjoying a 
point of view not restricted by the limitations of 
mortal interpretation of events, can one detect a 
scn1blance of order and find a newness~ a progression 
of sorts toward some ultimate goal, in the occurrences 
of mankind. 

The weeks of threatening terror, internicine war
fare, the strange conference and the stranger timing 
of the death of the man who called the conference, the 

destruction and ultimate resurrection of the Jordanian 
status quo, and the safe return of the hostages . . . 
What rules did this parade of events follow? What new 
lesson in diplomacy or political science was the world 
to learn? 

It was as if we mere mortals, who forever dwell 
"under the sun," were treated to a 1non1entary lift 
above the earthbound limitations of our view of events. 

It was as if all the underpinnings of our society -
confidence in trusty machines, belief in diplomacy, al
legiance to the principle of honor among nations, rc
Jiance on the agencies of hope and humaneness, ac
ceptance of yesterday's history as a forerunner of to
n1orrow's events, the power of 1nan tn rule his own 
destiny and the destiny of nations, the dominance of 
given personalities in the arena of world affairs - an 
of these were suddenly cast under a shadow of doubt, 
and many were simply swept away. Remaining 
in view was the uncertainty of hzanan existence, co1n
pounded by our absolute inability to plan with any cer
tainty, and the absurdity of expecting any results from 
our planning, any fruits fro111 our actions. 

It was as if lifted to a higher vantage point, we were 
allowed a different view of things, where we could see 
ourselves as part of a rush toward a brighter era for 
ourselves and for all mankind, where everything fitted 
into a vast pattern of cause and effect. 

What that pattern is, we still do not know for cer
tain.. But whatever it is, for one brief 1no1nent the hand 
of the pattern-maker was clear for all to behold. That 
Rlimpse, however brief, confirmed our beliefs - now 
ever so bolstered ... It just might be that this glimpse, 
with all its myriad implications, was that which He had 
~~mm-. D 

II. Among the Hostages 

A Mezuzah at the door, and priorities in 
one's heart. 

T he listing strikes one as being out of order. The 
Tur tells ns that affixing a mezuzah on the door

post of one's house can bring one highly desirable 
benefits and he lists them: "A long life, protection from 
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harm, and most valuable of all, a closeness to G-d ... " 
The Rais Yosaif already questioned the order. A 

sequential listing, advancing in importance from the 
minor to the major, would be: protection, followed by 
closeness to G-d, and then assurances of longevity. Of 
what values are blessings, without life in which to 
enjoy them? 
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The Tur apparently was expressing his priority of 
values in his arrangement of the mezuzah' s benefits. 
Life is indeed a blessing. The conditions of life that 
are conducive to growth and to security enhance life, 
and endow it with even greater value. But closeness to 
G-d, awareness of His presence, cognizance of His 
wishes and commands-these bring purpose to life. 
Without them, length of life and all the conditions 
that make life pleasant can he a curse; for the safe
keeping of health and property, even life itself, has no 
value if it is experienced in isolation from the Prime 
Cause and ultimate purpose of life-G-d Himself. 

The Torah expresses this in demanding that we 
"choose life ... that you may love Hashem . . . and 
[that you may] cling to Him" (Devorim: 30:19, 20). 
Life is but a format for experiencing closeness to Him 
who gives it to us. The choice of life is a good one 
when it results in this closeness. 

* * * 

Closeness can be facilitated through the presence of 
a mezuzah. It is also within us to experience it 

first-hand. "And you shall cling to Him- But how 
can one cling to G-d when He is a consuming fire? 
By clinging to those who serve Him and represent Him 
among us-the talmidei chacho1nim." 

Proximity ... observation ... emulation ... associ
ation ... identification ... oneness with G-d and His 
emissaries. What can substitute for the experience of 
living close to G-d as a base for finding one's purpose 
in Jife, as a means for realizing this purpose in life! 

It is difficult to comprehend the premium placed on 
the presence of a Torah personality in our midst. The 
Chazal tell us that the passing of a ta/mid clwchom 
involves an even more severe loss than the day of the 
destruction of the Bais Hamikdosh. To merely outline 
the losses of that infamous day would involve cata
loguing vast human suffering compounded by a trau
matic alienation from G-d. Perhaps those most sen
sitive to the role of the talmid chochon1 in our existence 
could evaluate his worth and find it somehow related 
to the role of a Bais Hamikdosh in our midst. Perhaps 
they could weigh the Joss of such an individual and 
find it comparable to the estrangement from G-d suf
fered on the day of Destruction. But how does one 
measure terrible human suffering and pit that against 
the worth of a Torah personality?-Unless all the 
amenities of life, and even life itself, have no value 
when experienced in alienation from the Divine .... 
And the Joss of a talmid chochom does bespeak such 
an alienation. 

* * * 
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T he current generation prides itself in the intensity 
of its quest for honest values. Finding the object 

of this quest would surely delight the seekers. If we 
are a party to this search for ti1Deless values and for 
means of applying them to our personal lives, then 
we should rejoice in discovering that this search can 
indeed be consummated by establishing a relationship 
with the leaders of our generation, and by acquainting 
ourselves with their thoughts and opinions. If we have 
neglected to do so, then we are worthy of harsh accusa
tions of insincerity, for our quest may be intense, but 
it is not honest. 

The pain of groping for guidelines should steer us 
toward those who guide, yet some of us seem to avoid 
these guides as though we delight in wallowing in in
decisi~n. Surely the poor planning, the faulty decisions, 
the blmd-alleys we have encountered along our un
certain ways should have alerted us to the need for 
using the "eyes of the congregation," our Torah sages, 
for they see far beyond the range of our limited vision. 
Yet we persist in exercising our prerogatives to choose 
for ourselves, even when the choices we make are so 
flagrantly wrong. 

When we fail to value a G-dly presence among us 
we are sometimes forced to appreciate it in its absence. 
When a Talmudic personality is literally snatched from 
our midst, and the possibility of his presence is some
how dangled before us-and at the same moment we 
must contemplate the alternative, chas ve'sholom
thcn a new hierarchy of values is thrust upon our 
consciousness. 

We unite in public outcries, we gather in mass plead
ings before the Throne of Mercy, and we shuffle off 
into the darkness of our lonely thoughts. We sense a 
vacuum in our national structure and in our personal 
lives. . . . J s it at all possible that during those few 
weeks we learned our lesson without the experience 
of absolute denial? Is it likely that the threat alone 
proved to be sufficient to teach us to value our Torah 
personalities? Perhaps some of us might have started 
to think. 

• • • 

King David sang: c»nl! iion ~ill "Your kindness 
is better than life." The Malbim teaches us to 

emphasize the possessive addendum that makes it read: 
"Your kindness ... " Should we but come to realize 
that the blessings with which our lives abound all 
emanate from Yau-should we but utilize this recog
nition as a means of achieving closeness to You-then 
this closeness possesses even greater value than life 
itself ... Sensing the kindness as being Yours is better 
than life. 

May we merit the two blessings : both life and 
closeness. N.W. 
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- Robert Coleman 

A 

BLACK 

JEW 

SPEAKS 

"For you have sanctified us from among all the nations ... " 
-Kiddush leShabbos 
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One of the most misunderstood groups in the Ameri
can Jewish scene is the Black Jews. I know, for I am 
one. 

A great majority of this amorphous group are mem
bers of cults that call themselves Jews, but have no 
legitimate claim to Jewishness whatsoever. Some of 
these are quite militant. Many have attracted a great 
deal of attention, and have even won financial and 
moral support from Jewish organizations. These groups 
constitute a definite danger to Jewish life, and I hope 
to pinpoint these dangers in this article. 

Some Black Jews - like myself - are gerei tzeddek, 
true converts to Judaism, who have either broken away 
from these cults, or have never belonged to them. To 
us has fallen the unsavory task of exposing people 
who in all sincerity have claimed to be Jews Jong before 
I and others like me ever did. Yet we have no choice 
but to expose them, even under the face of discomfort 
and - yes - threat to life. 

Numerous articles and a few books have been writ
ten on the subject of America's Black Jews. Some have 
been written by white Jews whose knowledge or regard 
for Judaism is .so wanting that they are willing to 
accept anyone as Jewish just so long as he wears a 
yarmulka and eats kosher. Others, like Howard Bratz 
in his "Black Jews of Harlem," have attempted to treat 
the existence of the Black Jews as a sociological 
phenomenon, fulfilling a need on the part of the 
Blacks to identify with an ancient and revered culture. 
None thus far have dealt with the crucial question of 
whether or not there is any validity to these people's 
claims to being Jewish. 

I have been concerned for a number of years about 
the lack of commitment to Jewish ideals expressed 
in the writings of most of these authors, for it bodes 
neither Jew nor Black any good to leave the question 
of the Jewishness of the Black Jews un-answered in 
the minds of the Jewish people - nor for that matter 
in the minds of Black youngsters who, from early child
hood, have been taught by some that they are Jews, 
and by others that they arc not. To ignore this question 
at a time like this, when doubts are being cast on the 
meaning of Jewish identity, is to do a disservice to all 
concerned. 

Who Are They? 

My own attempts at investigating the claims of 
many groups of Black Jews have resulted in deep an
tagonism, both on the part of the members of these 
groups, as well as their white Jewish benefactors. For 

ROBERT COLEMAN is president of Taharas Yisroel-on orr:anizaM 
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invariably my findings were that the leaders of these 
groups have perpctrcted nothing short of a fraud on 
their unsuspecting Black followers as well as those of 
the Jewish community who have given sympathy and 
financial support to their Black "brothers." The truth 
is that there is not one genuine Black Jewish synagogue 
or rabbi in existence in this country. 

The most widely known of these sects is The Royal 
Order of Ethiopian Hebrews. Its "Chief Rabbi" claims 
to be a Falasha - a cohain, for that matter - the son 
of a West African cantor, and to have received his 
rabbinical training in pre-war Berlin. The fact is that 
this man - Bishop W. A. Matthew, to be specific -· 
is an ordained Protestant minister. Arnold Ford, who 
founded The Royal Order in the late l 920's, urged 
Matthew to proclaim himself as a Falasha, but he is 
still registered in the records of the Municipal Building 
of New York County as the pastor of the Church of the 
Living God, Pillar and Ground of Truth. Up untii 
1 962, the church carried the additional title - and 
Faith o.f 1- C-, but it was deleted in May of that 
year. 

The Doctrines They Preach 

More shocking than the fraudulent claims to Jewish
ness of most Black Jews is the slanderous nature of the 
doctrines they preach. Their literature is replete with 
anti-Semitism and Black supremacy, alleging that the 
white Jews arc Edomites, while only they are the 
"original Jews." Many B1ack Jewish leaders assail 
the white Jews for stealing their religion, and even 
claim that Hitler was G-d's agent to punish them for 
their religious thievery. 

Fraudulent Aprpopriation of Funds 

Although many of these groups use their precedence 
to white Jews as their dominant theme, they do not 
hesitate to appeal to the white Jewish community for 
financial assistance. More incredible - the Federation 
of Jewish Philanthropies, synagogues, yesbivos, and 
generous individuals are actually responding with as
sistance in hundreds of different ways! In addition to 
financial assistance, Black Jews have received huildings, 
Torah scrolls, and - on two separate occasions -
fully- equipped synagogues as outright gifts or as pur
chases for very nominal fees. An organization called 
llatzaad Harishon, which literally translates to mean 
The First Step (toward what?), chaired by (white) 
Rabbi David Scheinfeld, is dedicated to the advance
ment of the claims of Black Jews to acceptance and 
support. and indeed is being supported by Federation 
funds. In addition to aiding an organization that is 
counterfeit in its Jewishness and militantly anti-Jewish 
in its programs, the Federation is appropriating monies 
that could instead be well applied to genuinely Jewish 
institutions, such as yeshivos and Bais-Yaakov schools. 
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Admission to Schools 

Our schools of Jewish learning are dedicated to 
passing on our sacred heritage to our children. Here 
we attempt to create a pure atmosphere of Torah study 
and Torah values, something quite in opposition to the 
spirit that pervades interfaith dialogues that spawn a 
1nixing of religions and the people who adhere to the1n. 
I1nagine, then, the confusion that must result when 
Black children are admitted to yeshivas solely because 
they claim to be Jewish - a claim that can be totally 
without hasis. The classroon1 attnosphcre that results 
must lack fidelity to Torah; and possibilities of inter
marriage are being fostered by the very institutions 
that are incant to prevent it. Strangely enough, so1ne 
Torah institutions admit these children with full knowl
edge that their claims to being Jewish have absolutely 
no basis in halachah. They do so, they say, to avoid 
accusations of prejudice, an accusation that has no 
valid application to a religious school. (My experiences 
in registering my own children in such schools as 
Yeshiva Zichron Moshe and the Lubavitcher institutions 
involved a thorough investigation - a procedure I 
expected and admired,) 

Any Torah school administration that admits any 
child to its classes without first establishing the cer
tainty of his Jewishness beforehand would seem to be 
derelict in its duties, to say the least. Such a school, at 
best, could be termed a private school with religious 
orientation, but never a yeshiva or Bais Y aakov. 

The Second Step: Humiliation 

After the first step of recognition as a bonafide Jew, 
many a Black Jew is subject to a rude awakening when 
son1c .future examination of his credentials finds the1n 
wanting. Some Black Jews have immigrated to Israel 
and then suffered humiliating experiences of rejection 
as a result of such examinations. They were told that 
to be considered Jews they - the "original Jews" in 
their view of things - must undergo a halachic con
version. Many of them have then turned against the 
State and accused it of being racist. 

There are those who use these incidents as arguments 
for liberalizing the laws of national identity in Israel. 
This would only serve to perpetuate a fraud. The only 
way to avoid such painful experiences - both in Israel 
and in America - would be to expose this fraudulent 
labeling whenever the opportunity arises, rather than 
indulge in it or look the other way to avoid confronta
tion. 

Conversion Confusion 

Another aspect to this problem is the conver.,ion 
fever that has overtaken some rabbis, who will convert 
anyone to Judaism for the mere asking. One particular 
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organization of "Multi-racial Jews" has published a 
list of these easy-conversion rabbis in hope that many 
of their members will "normalize" their J ewishncss. 
(This is a euphemism for conversion invented by the 
white members of this organization to avoid offending 
"original" Black Jews who personally feel no need for 
conversion.) Only confusion and untold harm can 
result from such blatant violation of halachic pro
cedures for geirus. 

An Open Invitation 

The houses of worship of the Black Jews often rep
resent the only opportunity for "Jewish" prayer to 
residents or merchants in their respective neighbor
hoods. Those buildings that were turned over to the 
Black Jews as fully-equipped synagogues were usually 
done so with much fanfare and publicity, and their 
presence has become well-known to people in neigh
boring areas. As a result, many Jews have been at
tracted to the services held in these buildings, unaware 
that they were participating in non-Jewish services, 
spending precious hours during the Festivals or the 
Days of Repentance in a setting that is totally negative 
to the idea of returning to one's own re1igious roots. 
How pathetic that, in addition to fooling themselves, 
these groups are also unwittingly duping others! 

The Rest of Us 

Those of us who have converted to Judaism in full 
accordance with the halaehah often find ourselves in 
need of some emotional reinforcement. 

I, personally, spent most of my life as a leader in a 
Baptist church, and I never contemplated becoming 
Jewish until just a few years ago, when I became over
whelmed by the moral and intellectual bankruptcy of 
my previous affiliation. When I finally became con
vinced of the integrity of Judaism, and I decided to 
become Jewish, I fully realized that I was not choosing 
an easier way of life for myself . . . But we all can 
benefit from some kind of moral support. 

On one hand, when we present ourselves as Jews, 
the more sophisticated Jew will immediately assume 
that we are members of one of the cults, such as The 
Royal Order of Ethiopian Hebrews or The Command
ment Keepers, which are only cults. Even those who 
recognize us as gerei tzeddek think twice when we air 
the usual complaints that Blacks commonly voice 
against the white power structure. If we criticize the 
education system for its de-facto segregation, or for 
its practice of assigning inferior or inexperienced 
teachers to the Black neighborhoods; if we decry the 
judicial system's prejudice- against Blacks, in not pro
viding equal bail opportunities or legal representation 
to Black suspects; if we bewail segregation in housing 
- then we are accused of thinking Black, instead of 
thinking Jewish. 
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On the other hand, when we take a Jewish stand in 
social issues, or in regard to loca1 or international 
politics, other Blacks accuse us of being Uncle Toms. 

When we openly declar' that only the guidelines set 
by the Torah can be a basis for Jewishness, implying 
that little children wearing yarmulkes, tzitzis, and the 
like are not Jewish, then we face threats of bodily harm 
from the parents and leaders of these childern. 

Some of us sought strength by becoming members 
of a particular organization of Black Jews, but its 
"liberality" with Torah blinded many of its members 
to the problems they were causing for Jews and Blacks 
alike. Disillusion with this organization led us to form 
another group, together with other Black and white 
gerim. It is called Taharas Yisroel (Purity of Israel) 
and it is under the rabbinical guidance of Rabbi David 
Hollander. It offers an oportunity for Jews who are 
unquestionably Jewish to work together for the benefit 
of all Jewry. To be sure, we have not received the 
publicity, the scholarships to Yeshivas, or the other 
henefits that the pseudo-Jews have been receivjng, but 
we believe that the destiny of the Jewish people is our 
destiny, and that the Land of Israel is our land. We 
believe that the color of our skin and the fact of our 
conversion does not render us Jess a Jew than some
one else with other skin pigmentations whose ancestry 
can be traced back thousands of years. Our task at 
times may be more difficult, but our commitn1ent is 
all the more firm for it. And it is from this common 
commitment that we draw strength. 

"Blessed are You who separates between holy and profane ... 
between Israel and the nations , . . "-Havda!fah 
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Portrait of a Yeshiva Principal 
The Canvas 

The character of Yeshiva education in America 
has undergone vast changes during the past fifty years, 
and so, by the same token, has the nature of the men 
at the helm of the yeshivos. 

There was a time when all personnel in yeshiva 
education were European transplants. The principals 
also came from "the other side," and made the top 
either by virtue of sufficient peripheral knowledge to 
impress the haskalah-minded principal-makers, or 
by dint of a pioneering spirit that Jed them to found 
their own institutions. 

Then came the frontier days in the American brand 
of yeshiva education. Home-grown yeshiva products 
were fired with zeal and enthusiasm; and with little 
else to guide them other than the inspiration of the 
likes of Reb Faivel Mendlowitz or the Lubavitcher 
Rebbe, of blessed memory, they began dotting the 
map with Yeshivos, Bais Yaakovs and Day Schools. 
Every dot was a major victory for Torah, whether 
facilities were co-ed or not; whether all teachers were 
experts in their field or simply well-meaning amateurs. 
It made little difference during those pioneering days. 

In time, this make-the-rules-as-you-fly way of doing 
things began to assume a patina of professionalism. 
Today there is a National Association of Hebrew 
Day School Principals, a Conference of Day School 
Administrators (for those blessed institutions where 
the man at the helm is not forced to carry Shas in 
his head because his hands are too busy soliciting 
and receipting), the makings of pension funds for 
retired principals, national and regional conferences 
for the pooling of ideas and the setting of minimum 
standards, and in general, all the smackings of a 
respected profession. A goodly number of the 
principals are college graduates who assume 
responsibility for the secular studies of their 
schools as well, and quote Dewey, Conant and 
Ginot with the same ease as Rambam, the Maharal 
ond the Chofetz Chaim-and sometimes with even 
greater ease. The most successful attainment that a 
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starting principal can work for is to lead a large 
school staffed with fund-raisers, department heads, 
and guidance counselors, leaving him to a remote, 
oak-paneled existence of initiating and coordinating, 
and yearning for the good-old days when he enjoyed 
a more immediate contact with day-to-day problems 
and solutions. 

Between the dare-devils who started things and the 
polished executive who is today's prototype of the 
successful principal (a rarity in its fullest realization!), 
there is a special individual. In the company of men, 
he is an tmcommon treat; hut among the leading 
principals of our yeshivas, there are-thank G-d-an 
appreciable number of such men who combine 
invaluable talents of mind, heart, and action. 

The Brush Strokes 

To outline the makings of an ideal principal would 
be a capricious expedition into fantasy, and would 
probably produce a bundle of paradoxes unreal to 
life. To draw such a portrait from actual encounters 
would bring us face-to-face with an equally incredible 
collection of paradoxes, but they would at least be 
real, so let that be our task . . . 

As head of an institution, the principal secs beyond 
the immediate problems of finances, building limita
tions, and bus schedules as he charts a course for 
his school. He creates a mental image of the school 
at its ultimate, beyond the confines of neighborhood 
limitations and prejudices. He looks at his kinder
garteners and visualizes high school graduates, 
seminary students, teachers, and parents. He sees 
a store-front and pictures a sprawling campus. 

Then the visionary gets busy with dollar deficits, skin 
eruptions, community aspiration gaps, alef-beis 
crises, absent teachers, missing buses and missing 
teeth. From grains of sand he builds a mighty edifice. 

As That Man in the Office, he can bring tears to the 
eyes of an errant student with a downward turn of 
the corners of his mouth, yet-somehow-the 
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corridors of his institution abound with a friendliness 
and cheer that reflect his own credo of "How happy 

studies, no less; anachronisms such as Yiddish as a 
language of instruction or bearded Rabbis instead 

is our lot!" The contradictory attributes of loving 
immediacy and revered distant awe that we are 
commanded to experience before the Deity-these 
abstract characteristics are in a sense made more 
tangible by the sudden appearance of the principal in 
a classroom. 

of clean-shaven ivy-league (or gymnasium) type 
Morim. Yet with the guile of a Madison-Avenue 
huckster and the clear-eyed idealism of a West Point 
graduate, he convinces them that they need it. And 
they tind that they already have it-the order of 
events being none too clear. 

He questions students at an oral testing with a sensitivity 
for discovering the most by asking the least, and as 
a result betrays his own vast scholarship that brought 
him to his present position. Yet he is not reluctant 
to staff his school with men of more profound 
scholarship or greater charisma than his own. The 
school is for children's growth, not for his own self
aggrandizement, and he emerges all the bigger for it. 

A vacation means a physical absence from the confines 
of his institution, but by no means is it a disengage
ment from gargantuan headaches, petty worries, 
etherial dreams and a fullness of nachas-constant 
companions of the principal until his last breath. 

His yeshiva is involved in the spiritual development, 
Talmudical scholarship, and academic growth of 
its charges. His library has volumes devoted to each 
of these areas. But there is no question as to which 
take command of his shelves and which merely serve 
to support the next layer of books. 

The community folk may not be ready for innovations 
of expanded hours or mishmor sessions at night; an 
intensified curriculum with homework-in sacred 

The Model 

These brush strokes for the Principal'.' Portrait were, indeed, drawn from life-a life that 
ended most abruptly and prematurely this past Erev Tisha B'Av. Rabbi Melech Silber, mi~r 
;i~i~; founded the Yeshiva and Mesivta of Eastern Parkway twenty-five years ago with a first 
grade of ten children. He shepherded, coaxed, and lifted the school to its present status as one 
of the leading yeshiva con1plexes in New York City, with an enrollment of over seven hundred 
students. His own gifts for leadership were apparent before the start, when he brought many 
individuals close to Torah as a way of life through personal contact; and in his leadership of the 
Pirchei Agudas Israel as its first national director. 

To those who knew him-casually or intimately, professionally or personally-this sketch 
is not at all artful, for it rings with the authenticity of life. 

A closing note: The Prophet exhorts us, "Remember the Torah of My servant Moshe!" 
(Malachi 3:22) The Yalkut comments, "Does not the Torah belong to G-d? But since Moshe 
}iave his life for the Torah, we refer to it by his name." 

The Yeshiva and Mesivta of Eastern Parkway-his yeshiva-will now bear his name: 
Zichron Melech. N.W. 
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The 

Chazon 
Ish 

Rabbi Avrohom Yishaya Karelitz, 11::1:::? P',~ 1~1 

as revealed in his writings -

on his seventeenth Yahrzeit 

THERE IS EVER so MUCH that one can learn from a close 
association with great men. Our Chazal tell us that 
one can benefit greatly from absorbing their teachings, 
but one can gain even more from observing them in 
their day-to-day activities. How edifying would it have 
been, then, to have been granted the privilege of spend
ing days, or even hours, in the presence of a Chofctz 
Chaim, a Lubliner Rav, or a Chazon Ish! 

While the opportunity for such first-hand associations 
has heen the privilege of only a select few, some knowl
edge of the personal habits and the private thoughts o[ 
great personalities is still available - long after their 
passing - through their writings. The Chazon Ish, of 
blessed memory, is very much revealed as a distinct 
individual of commanding countenance through his 
talmudic commentaries and discussions, his halachic 
works, his philosophic discourses, and his personal 
correspondence. They all unite to reveal him with an 
immediacy that cuts through befogging distances and 
changing times. 

The Scope of His Works - a Labor of Love 

MosT STRIKING ABOUT THE CHAZON IsH is the immense 
scope and volume of tho works he produced. They 

R.\BBI BRAFMAN is a n1ember of the facultv and assistant prin
cipal nf the Yeshiva High School of Far Rockaway. His 
article on "The Mesivta Hi,rd1 School: Time for a Reassess
ment'' appeared in the October Jewish Observer. 
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range over every area of the Talmud. They cover all 
subjects with a profound depth and a mastery of the 
intricacies that can only amaze anyone studying them. 
Still, his clarity of style made many neglected areas 
of the Talmud accessible to the novice in these topics. 
For hundreds of years, few people ventured into the 
Sedorim of Kodoshim and Taharos, which discuss 
sacrificial laws and ritual purity. His works deal with 
every single Mishnah in these sections. In addition, 
upon his arrival in Eretz Yisroel in 1933, he devoted 
vast amounts of time and energy to Seder Zeroiln, 
which deals mainly with laws pertaining to the land, 
to answer the many halachic problems inherent to a 
life in the Holy Land consistent with Torah. 

His thousands of pages of writings are the product 
of decades of study with an unimaginable diligence and 
toil. He taxed his mental and physical faculties to their 
utmost in his pursuit of Torah knowledge - his 
primary goal in life. Here he experienced a supreme 
joy that he often attempted to convey to others: 

"Sweet experiences can impart a sense 
of pleasure to a person's body and to all 
his lilnbs in a limited way; but this pleasure 
can never compete with the noble pleasures 
of toiling for wisdom, in which the soul of 
1nan is lifted above the atn1osvhere of this 
world to ih!'1 lu~aven5 above, where it ab
sorbs pleasure from the glow of elevated 
wisdom." (Collected Letters, Volume I, 9) 
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Or as he writes another acquaintance: 
"I must take you to task for I see that 

you are not evaluating yourself properly, 
and without thought you are becoming ir
reverent toward the goal of knowing Torah. 
Take note of the person who has the good 
fortune of absorbing a knowledge of Torah; 
that is, his intellect strikes root into his 
being - akin to a seed planted into soil -
unicing the man and his wisdom. He may 
walk among men and appear to be a 1nere 
person. But in truth he is an angel that 
lives among mortals. And he lives a life of 
nobility above and beyond all blessings and 
praises ... " (Vol. I, 13) 

"What then is good - to eat? to drink? 
If but this, then what advantage has man 
over beast? Shame on the insentitivity of 
your heart, that after your successes in your 
sacred endeavors - teaching Torah to 
Jewish children - you fail to recognize the 
good fortune that is yours!" (Vol. I, 18) 

Man of Torah and Science 

To THE CHAZON IsH, knowledge of Torah required a 
knowledge of the physical world as well. In his person 
one saw a synthesis of the two in a manner that made 
general knowledge virtually a part of Torah. His 
mastery of the Jewish calendar entailed an exhaustive 
knowledge of astronomy, and for his command of the 
Laws of Eruvin he developed skills in related fields of 
mathematics. 

When he was presented with the problems of 
Shmittah he was not content with merely issuing de
cisions when asked. He also compiled a sefer that con
tained both halochos and practical advice for the 
farmers, and in it he displayed a keen understanding 
of the science of agronomy. 

Man of the Shulchan Aruch 

THE CHAZON JsH was a man of the Shulchan A ruch 
- and this was reflected in his writings as well as in 
his every move. 

Jn many respects, he was considered the posek 
acharon-the final halachie authority of his time. 

Jn his writings the Chazon I sh departed from the 
norm of the yeshiva moven1ent in that he was not con
tent to work on the theoretical level alonc--concentrat
ing on analysis of the Gcmora without consideration to 
its further, practical application. Instead, he developed 
every subject from its source in the Talmud through 
pertinent commentaries, to the halachah as recorded 
in the Shulchan A ruch. He then united theory with 
its practical application by explaining the Gemora in 
a manner that reflected the halachah, 
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In a sense, he was considered a machmir - one 
who takes a stringent approach to halachah - but as 
he writes, 

"I have been physically broken all my days 
and I never savored any of the [earthly] 
pleasures of life ... The only pleasure for 
men is to do the bidding of my L-rd. I could 
suffer no greater hurt than to be ensnared 
by a sin. My teachers taught me that before 
any 1nove, one niust consult the Shulchan 
Aruch. And I am not at liberty to do any
thing without consulting those laws relating 
to the matter at hand. That is all I have in 
this world." (Vol. I, 153) 

His life, however, was not dry, nor was it bitter. 
As he admonished a young man: 

"Ever bend your heart toward happiness, 
for from happiness one can receive an 
abundance of wisdom from on high." (Vol. 
II, 9) 

"Man's main vitality sten1s fro1n self con
trol. The righteous are in control of their 
desires, rather than finding themselves being 
governed by their desires. It is the sweetest 
of pleasures, the greatest of joys to rule 
over one's anin1al instincts. It means con
stant happiness, and it restores one's soul." 
(Vol II, 13) 

He went to great pains to see that mitzvos should 
be done with the utmost care, as one can see in this 
letter to the Brisker Rav, ~"~!: 

"I am happy to inform you that I suc
ceeded in finding someone who is willing to 
let me process the skins for the tefillin 
straps according to our wishes. I myself 
placed the leather in the first bath and said 
'Leshem retzuos shel tefillin' ... " (He con
tinued the letter with a detailed description 
of the entire process - Vol. II, 134) 

Communal Leadership 

Tms DEEP IMMERSION in Torah study, however, was 
only one aspect of his great personality. The other 
facets of his greatness did not fully emerge until he 
immigrated to Eretz Yisroel. 

In Europe, where he lived until 1933, he rarely 
stepped out of the four cubits of Torah study. In a 
sense he lived underground. Although Reh Chaim 
Ozer Grodzensky of Vilna consulted him on many 
difficult matters, he refused to become openly inv0lved 
in general problems. This was perhaps due to his defer
ence to others who were able to carry the burdens of 
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Despite communal responsibilities and his own devotion to Torah 

study, he always made time for the individual. The searching 

yeshiva student, the ailing, the orphaned, the depressed-all came 

for his advice, his comfort, his blessings, his asistance on their 

behalf. 

the community, whereas he saw it as his own duty (as 
he later taught his disciples) to grow as much as pos
sible in Torah, an an investment in later years of 
leadership. He thus devoted every spare minute and 
every ounce of strength to his studies and his writings. 

When he arrived in Bretz Yisroel, however, a com
plete change took place. Here, in his concern over the 
future of Torah in the new Yishuv (settlement), he 
assumed the responsibility of leadership. He became 
involved in the construction of 1nikvaos - "in the 
northern part of Tel Aviv we are building mikvaos to 
be a pride and glory. We have already invested tens of 
thousands of pounds in the buildings, and many of our 
religious brethren are involved ... " (Vol. II, 21). 

He affixed mezuzos on new apartments in Tel Aviv. 
Concerned with the sanctity of Shabbos, he created 
a furor until he succeeded in having the farmers milk 
their cows in a manner consistent with halachah. He 
worked toward the complete, unequivocal observance 
of shmittah, and he succeeded in turning the tide which 
would have made it a relic of the past. He was firmly 
opposed to the selling of the land to non-Jews, as a 
method of circumventing the Sabbatical restrictions of 
farming the land during the shmittah year. Although 
many authorities endorsed this practice, he viewed 
the shmittah as an opportunity for living within G-d's 
command that should be sought, rather than as a prob
lem that should be avoided. (Vol. II, 69 - a delightful 
letter records his own successful experiment in sh1nittah 
observance as compared to the less bountiful results 
suffered by those who violated shmittah restrictions.) 

Above all, he worked to build Torah. Upon his ar
rival in Eretz Yisroel, he was determined to create a 
center of Torah in the new Yishuv - and that was to 
be in Bnei Brak. Through his encouragement and 
financial support, he had a hand in building almost 
every Torah institution in Bnei Brak. 

He also worked for political power for the religious 
populace, even under the Mandate. He urged one of 
his disciples to return to his home in time to vote at 
elections: "It is my opinion that many important 
aspects of Torah and the existence of Yiddishkeit are 
dependent on ... [the election's] outcome." (Vol. I, 
102) 
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Eventually, the Chazon Ish became recognized as 
a clear voice of Torah authority on countless issues. 
He spoke out most strongly against the conscription 
of girls into the Israeli Army, as well as on other 
topics, and it was out of recognition of the Chazon Ish 
in this role as perhaps supreme spokesman for the 
religious Yishuv that David Ben-Gurion paid his 
famous visit to him in his humble home in Bnei Brak. 

Advisor and Mentor 

It is remarkable that despite all of this communal 
pressure and his own great devotion to Torah that did 
not permit him to waste a minute, the Chazon Ish 
never lost sight of the individual and he always made 
time for him. His two-room dwelling was open to all. 
People from all parts of Eretz Yisroel came to him 
with their personal problems. He worried and cared for 
countless Yeshiva students and often intervened on 
their behalf. Many of the sick came to him for brachos 
and for the expert advice he was able to offer. (He 
had a very detailed knowledge of medicine and 
surgery.) Others came for comfort, and still others 
for him to settle their disputes. He took many orphaned 
boys into his home and personally cared for them for 
many years. Today many of them head Yeshivos in 
their own right. 

The following letters are but a small sampling of the 
many published and unpublished letters that portray 
his deep concern for the individual and his understand
ing of the human personality in all its complexities. 
The variance in style and nuance of expression reveal 
the different aproaches he applied to each person and 
each situation. 

In a letter advising someone to recommend a young
ster to a Yeshiva: 

"He possesses a gifted mind and is per
sonable. He is also distracted by his in
clinations - as are many bright fellows. 
He therefore needs constant guidance. But 
these are the ones who are destined for 
greatness. Therefore first tell the adminis
tration the brighter part, so they will ac
cept him. Then it might be be prudent to 
reveal the rest . .. " (Vol. I, 75) 
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"Just recently a young father passed away 
leaving a widow and two small children. 
They are extremely poor. The widow wants 
to place the children in an orphanage run 
in accordance with Torah. Please see if 
you can assist . .. " (Vol. II, 56) 

"I arranged for ... to take a vacation at 
the home of ... as his health is wanting." 
(Vol. II, 67-d) 

"Perhaps you can arrange to go to a re
sort for a nionth for recuperation. Ask your 
sou/ to be kind to your body." (Vol. II, 2) 

"Please let me know of your health. What 
of the health of .. .? I heard he was suffer
ing intestinal distress ... I wish him a com
plete recovery and a happy Yam Tov . " 
(Vol. II, 103) 

"It is son1etime now that I have not heard 
how you are faring, and it is that that my 
soul yearns to hear. My pre-occupations 
prevented me froni inquiring, but when I 
think, I find it difficult not to know . . . I 
eagerly await your letter ... " (Vol II, 121) 

"A student by the name of ... came to 
me with his bitter story. Due to family prob
le1ns, he cannot ren1ain in Jerusalenz. There
fore he turned to your yeshiva. But it is al
ready a week that he is wandering about in 
your yeshiva. I understand that, according 
to the administraaon, he cannot be accepted, 
and he has no place there. I cannot possibly 
give him the positive answer he expects 
from me; that is for your administration to 
do. And for me to tell him that matters are 
outside of my realm - this response was 
long ago disqualified, as has been said: 'Is 
that a way to answer a bitter soul?' I there
fore told him that I would try [to gain him 
admission], but could not guarantee any
thing definite. I am keeping my word to 
him with this letter, and because the situa
tion of this student is such a difficult one
especially in our days when those attending 
yeshivas are so few ... If you can answer 
affirmatively please do not keep the good 
news from me." (Vol. II, 53) 

"In our days, the saving of a boy for a 
Torah training is no less urgent than saving 
him from drowning. Because of his age ... 
can be developed and elevated to the level 
of a scholar in a very short time, but he 
needs special attention. Perhaps private tu
toring can be arranged 1nornings and eve
nings. This could be handled by one of the 
older boys." (Vol. II, 57) 
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"I have received your letter. There are 
no words with which to console you. But 
there is nothing to prevent the One who can 
comfort you from bringing you good on this 
world, to console your lonely soul. Towards 
this end I send my blessings ... " (Vol. II, 
117) 

"You are missing the experience of shar
ing the pain of another. The way to achieve 
this is by trying to help him and shelter him 
from suffering. The actions will then affect 
the heart. Also attempt to pray on behalf of 
the next one, even though you do not yet 
fully feel his anguish." (Vol. II, 123) 

A full appreciation of the Chazon Ish's personality 
can best be gained by studying his own writings. There 
is a most fitting tribute that can be applied to him, 
however, that was written some twenty centuries ago 
by Rebbe Meir: 

"Whoever occupies himself with the study of Torah 
for its own sake merits many things; and not only that, 
but the entire world is worthwhile because of him. He 
is called friend, beloved, one who loves G-d, one who 
loves mankind. He brings joy to G-d and joy to man
kind .... [The Torah] clothes him with humility and 
reverance . . . People enjoy from him the benefit of 
counsel and sound wisdom, understanding and strength 
... To him are revealed the mysteries of Torah, and 
he becomes as an ever-flowing fountain and as a river 
that never runs dry ... " (Avos, 6:1) D 
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June 10, 1970 
Dear Parent: 

In view of rising costs reflected in higher overhead expenses 
and salary increases, it will be necessary to increase the tui
tion you have been paying for your son by 10% for the coming 
school year. 

If you have any comments, you may write us or telephone the 
Yeshiva for an appointment. 

Sincerely yours, 

You've all received "the letter." Have you ever seen 
the replies? They usually begin: 

Dear Committee: 

Suite 6600 
Commercial Towers 
New York City 
June 12, 1970 

I have just received your letter of June 10th, and 
I am sorry to say that I am most offended. 

Since when are such personal matters sent to my 
office? My staff will think I am behind in my tuition 
payments! 

Why do you address me as "Dear Parent"? My 
checks are signed in person, and my letters should be 
addressed that way, too! 

What kind of business sense is it to tax everybody 
the same, when you know so well that the finer people 
give you more than 10% through dinners, ralfies, and 
journal ads, etc.? 

I cannot possibly consider an increase now, especially 
in view of the market conditions, and the status of my 
real estate holdings in the East End, since Urban 
Renewal has been postponed. 

I will not meet with your committee. 
Please advise. 

Terrace Hill Country Club 
Crystal Lake, New York 

Yeshiva: ...... 
Am in receipt of your new billing base. I hope 

you manage to collect it. 
When I registered Shloimie three years back, I told 

you I would pay one additional tuition fee for son1e 
poor kid lVho can't afford it. Thirty years ago niy 
mother took me to the Downtown Talmudical School. 
(My father couldn't afford one penny for tuition, and 
he didn't have the gall to register me.) They took me 
in for nothing. My niother was not even well enough 
to helv in the kitchen. 
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Now that the good L-rd blessed me with my one 
and only Shloime and I earn enough to meet my 
expenses, let me pay what it costs, and also make it 
easier for another boy to get a Yeshiva education. 

Send me year's billing by return mail. 
Respectfully yours, 

P.S. Do NOT send bill to my home. ONLY to my 
office. I'm sure you understand. 

Cut-Rate Trailer Park 
Lake Aska-bosco, N. H. 

Dear Committee, 
I am very sympathetic with your financial plight. 

We all got our troubles. However, I would like you 
to take into account the fact that Bella and I sold 
27 tickets to your Trip-to-Israel Raffle-that's seven 
more* than our quota. Also when we won, we traded 
it in at Magnificent Tours for $15 less than stated 
$800 refund value.** Jerry missed seventeen lunches 
and nineteen afternoon milks in '69-'70, plus one milk 
that was sour.*** He missed the bus because of your 
new driver on January 12, and we had to take a cab+. 
Also, Bella helped out in the Kindergarten one after
noon when Mora Sora was ill.on 

* seven more raffles 
** 
*** 17 x 50¢ 

20 x 10¢ 
+ cab fare 

tip 
00 Substitution fee 

TOTAL 

$ 70.00 
15.00 

8.50 
2.00 
2.35 

.23 
15.00 

$115.08 

Kindly credit amount in excess of 10% increase 
toward dinner pledge for '71-and don't sit us with 
that piker Berkovitz from the East End, please. 

Sincerely, 
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To the Committee" 

Sunset Bungadows 
Meadow Lark, New York 
July 29, 1970 

I have received your request for an increase in the 
tuition I a1n paying for 1ny sons' education. I do not 
believe you have the right-legal or moral-to raise 
n1y rate of pay1nents. 

JVhen l first enrolled 1n_v sons, the annual tuition lVGs 
speri{ic, and I tvould not have 1noved to your neighbor
hood had I anticipated your ascending rates. When 1ve 
lived downtown, $15 a 1nonth for the tlro boys was 
very respectable and more than adequate. 

If you are having financial difficulties, I would sug
gest that you hire a CPA to check your books, (My 
01vn (irni's accountin{! rates are appreciably lo1ver for 
charitable institutions, if paid t-vithin 30 days.) 

Finally, even if we would overlook the injustice of 
your tuition hike, we could not meet it this year. Joshua 
1vill be Bar-Mitzvah thls December, and ive have 
decided on a Kosel Bar Mitzvah for our family, leaving 
little surplus for unanticipated, unauthorized, unfusti
fied tuition increases. 

Sincerely yours, 

P.S. We will be quUe busy in preparation for the Bar 
Mitzvah. You cannot count on Hannah or 1ne for 
Bingo until further notice. 

SIRS: 

PALLACIO AGUA VISTA 
ACAPULCO, MEXICO 

YOU WANT MORE MONEY. WELL, FROM ME 
YOU'RE NOT GETTING IT. MY PLANT IS ONLY 
OPERATING 75% NOW, AND FROM THAT 
YOU'RE NOT GOING TO SEE A 10% INCREASE. 

WHAT DO YOU NEED IT FOR ANYWAY? FOR 
YOUR REBBTS? WHO NEEDS TO IDRE REBBTS 
WITH SO MANY KIDS TO FEED? IN MY FAC
TORY, WHEN A WORKER HAS TOO MANY 
PROBLEMS OR TOO BIG A FAMILY, T FIRE 
HIM ... BESIDES THEY MAKE MY SON TOO 
FRUM. 

FOR YOUR ENGLISH TEACHER? THEY AIN'T 
NO GOOD ANYHOW. MY SON, HE HAS BAD 
GRAMMAR FROM THEM. 

YOU WANT AN INCREASE? A DECREASE 
I'LL GIVE YOU! FORWARD MY BOY'S REC
ORDS TO THE NEW SCHOOL FOR HEBREW 
STUDIES, ACROSS THE PARK. THERE THEY 
REALLY GOT TEACHERS! THEY COME FROM 
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, AND THEY DO THEIR 
JOB. THEY KNOW HOW TO HIRE TEACHERS 
AND PAY THEM A GOOD WAGE TO KEEP 
THEM-NOT LIKE YOU GUYS WHO FINDS A 
NEW SHLEMAZEL EVERY WEEK FOR PIGEON 
FEED! SIGNED, 
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dear gentlemen: 

444 east 17 4th street 
east end, new york 

you are asking me for money. from where should i 
get it? we've been on strike for seven weeks already 
for a cost-of-living raise. my landlord raised the rent, 
although even the roaches are n1oving out, it's so bad. 
maybe my sons should go to public school? i don't 
believe you want that. 

two more times a week we'll come to bingo, but 
n1orc 1noncy we haven't got. 

yours truly, 

Mountain Side Cabins 
Glacier National Park, Montana 
August 16, 1970 

Dear Yeshiva School: 
When I received your letter last June, I was so 

angry that I wanted to come right over and punch you 
guys in the nose. But my wife convinced me to wait 
until I calm down. Well, I almost am. 

Please prepare a transcript of the records for Marc, 
Sean, and Seth to P.S. 1001 immediately. I pay my 
taxes to the Governor, and I give you people $100 a 
year for each of my sons for what is the free, demo
cratic right of each and every other kid on the block
education! Why do you think you deserve more? 

The only reason my kids were in your kind of school 
in the first place is because of my father-in-law, and 
as long as he's not paying the bills, they are going to 
quit. 

Please take care of the transeript and tell your 
Rabbis not to try to pester us to change our minds. 
We are on vaeation until the day after Labor Day, and 
after that they will be in P.S. 1001. Thank you. 

446 E. J74th St. ;,"~ 

East End, N. Y. 
Gentlenien: 

I am in receipt of your request for a 10% increaie 
in 1ny tuition bill. 

First of all, I want to thank you for settling my rate 
lvith so 1nuch understanding last year, and for your 
patience in waiting for my checks. (I get them late 
from the Yeshiva where I work.) 

Also, I want to congratulate you on giving your 
Rabbis a well-deserved raise. They have been doing 
wonders with my Chaim'/ and my Ezra. (I wish some
one could pass on son1e of this cost-of-living increase 
idea to the Board of Directors of my place.) 

I am sorry to say that I simply cannot afford a full 
10% increase. After careful examination of my fi
nances, I find that the most I can manaiie is 71h % . 

Ii this meets with your approval-or if it is necessary 
for nie to come to an interview-please drop 1ne a note. 
My telephone has been disconnected. 

Most sincerely, 
N.W. D 
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I Remember ... Paysach Krohn 

(recollections of Rabbi Yaakov Teitelbaum n:n:i'i P'i:l i:l!, on his second Yahrzeit) 

I remember 
his hand on my shoulder 
soft and steady 
like the glow in his eyes. 
His burnished skin and chiseled features
a classic cameo. 

As many of the giants, small only in frame 
meticulous, articulate, 
fire in his words, warmth in his heart 

Men 
-today
ever his worry. 
Youngsters 
-tomorrow-
his constant concern. 
He shared my joy, 
he knew my grief, 
he made them his own. 

a reflection of his mentor, the Chafetz Chaim. His last Rosh Hashanah in shul, 
he called me near him. I remember 

his view of past and future 
his wisdom--a flowing stream. 
He spoke to every age. 

A father 
to his children 
A Rav 
to his kehilla 
A manhig 
to his people. 

RABBI KROHN, a musmach of Mesi/ta Torah Vodaath, is a prac
ticing mohe1. He has been a n1e1nber of Rabbi Teitelbaum's 
Kahal Adas Yeraim of Kew Gardens for the past eighteen 
years. 
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I davened at his side. 

His te.fillos 
soft 
trembling. 
His tekios ... 
shevarim 
in the twilight. 
Then it was dark. 

But I remember 
the sun. 
a brightness 
that shines forever. D 

RESERVE THE DATE: 

SUNDAY, MARCH 7 

49TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER 

of AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA 

at the 

Commodore Hotel 
in Manhattan 
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second looks 
at the jewish scene 

Which People, Yes ? 

A quick glance at fading WPA 
murals of the 1930's celebrating 
America the Melting Pot and a 
comparing look at the passing scene 
reveals the verdict. Few of us melt
ed in the Pot. So, in celebration of 
the mixed ethnic bag that is Amer
ica, Mayor Linclsay has given New 
York City a week-long festival, 
called "The People, Yes!" 

The Central Park Mall and Band
shell have been designated as the 
market square and showplace for 
the handiwork, culinary feats, and 
creative talents of fifty ethnic and 
nationality groups, including of 
course, New York City's-2,000,-
000 Jews. Alongside the purveyors 
of zappole (Italian), chicken teri
yaki (Japan), and hush puppies 
(African soul food), Oola Carts 
peddle-felafel to the hungry and 
the curious as the prime example of 
Jewish cooking. No one would make 
too big a tsimmis about this Jewish 
representation in a hot-dog-stand 
World's Fair. 

In the graphic arts, the wycinanki 
designing techniques of Poland and 
the Japanese Origami paper folding 
have been scheduled to share exhi
bition space with the Jewish Mu
seum's stunning photographic dis
play, "The East Side: Portal to 
American Life"-a choice no one 
would quibble with. 

Looking at the program of the 
eighty hours of free entertainment 
on the Bandshell, however, can 
make one wince. Competing for 
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audience approval with the Russian 
Male Chorus, the Ukranian Dancers 
(of Astoria), and Slovaks Sokol 
gymnastic de1nonstrations, is the 
Jewish entry, scheduled for Sunday, 
October 18. Afro-Hebraic Singers 
(?), a liturgical rock group ( ! ) , the 
Singing Rabbi, and a Ben Bonus 
Special-all M.C.'d by the incom
parable Sam Levinson-will show 
New York and the world what fun 
Jewish culture can be ... A trip 
back to the photographic display 
can remind one that the Second 
Avenue Theatres were only a stone's 
throw away from some of the most 
authentic cultural transplants from 
the Old World-the East Side 
shtiblach. And even in those days, 
when New Yorkers suffered hurt, 
they were disdainful of throwing 
stones. 

A backward glance at the enter
tainment schedule, however, reveals 
a shocking display of callousness in 
programming - out of an entire 
week of festivities, Shabbos after-
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65 Moln St., Monsey, N. Y. 10952 

noon was reserved for readings of 
Emma Lazarus' poetry by members 
of the Federation of Jewish Wom
en's Club and a performance by the 
New York Jewish Mittle-Shule 
Dancers and Chorus as still another 
instance of Jewish culture ... Since 
the days of Tslafehad, there have 
been Jews who have violated the 
Sabbath, but under what distortion 
of the definition can this frolic in 
the Park on a Shabbos afternoon 
be termed Jewish culture? 

A close reading of the press re
lease from Dore Schary, the City 
Commissioner of Cultural Affairs, 
gives us a clue: "The festival pro
vides an opportunity . . . for the 
people of New York City . . . to 
share with their neighbors the many 
aspects of their individual heri
tages." 

Part of our heritage has always 
been the inclusion of the chelbona 
in our incense offerings in the Bais 
Hamikdosh. A spice of singularly 
unpleasant scent, it nonetheless was 
an essential part of the recipe for 
the offering. This is meant to sym
bolize the necessity of including at 
least one transgressor among the 
faithful as an integral part of the 
congregation ... Dore Sehary was 
right. The Sabbath violators, unfor
tunately, are also an "aspect of our 
heritage." D 
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The Jewish Contradiction of Arthur Waskow 

The radical mind is incapable 
of viewing anything except in its 
own psychedelic blacks and whites. 
The capacity to reason vigorously, 
to distinguish hues and balf-toncs, 
is despised as Talmudical causistry 
and as hypocrisy. 

Arthur I. W a s k o w , 
1vriting in the NEW YORK 

TIMES of October 21, 1970, 
has discovered a deadly 
contradiction in Judais1n, 
which will make it disap
pear within a generation un
less it apostasizes into his 
brand of radical-liberalisn1. 
The generations old prayer 
of, "Next year in Jerusa
lem!" (to Mr. Waskow it 
,'feen1s to represent the to
tality of the Jewish liturgy) 
can now be realized in~ 
stantly with $435.00 via 
El Al. "There is Zion", he 
says. Az och und vey! 
How little he reallyknows!) 
Ergo, ]elvs must do their 
thing or wither away. 

Ludwig Lewisohn once pointed 
out that the world should be eter
nally indebted to Judaism, if for 
nothing else, for having taught a 
Universalism and a Nationalism 
that were compatible. The success 
of the idea of America is in no 
small measure due to the fact that 
the Founding Fathers were apt 
pupils of this great moral lesson. 
Even when Israel will become a 
full Jewish State, Jews will, without 
prejudice to their Judaism, continue 
to be a part of the worlds of culture 
and commerce in which they have 
unceasingly and actively partici
pated since the time of their own 
Founding Fathers. True, walking 
with prosthetic devices or breath
ing on one lung is not quite the 
real thing. Full Jewish living can 
never be realized outside the Land 
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of Israel. But between the real 
thing and extinction are degrees of 
committment which every individual 
must decide upon for himself - a 
privilege which docs not exist in 
Mr. Waskow's all-or-nothing world, 

Already tens of thousands of 
A1ncrican Jews have elected to live 
in Israel on a more or less perma
nent basis. But many eminent Jew
ish leaders, such as the Lubavitchcr 
Rebbe and Rav Moshe Feinstein, 
who assuredly need no Waskow
type sermons to assist them in dis
cerning their duties, have decided 
that their destiny can be best 
realized right here in the United 
States. 

If there are contradictions, they 
are aplenty in the positions advo
cated by those for whom Mr. Was
kow presumes to speak. They talk 
of Love, Peace and Justice - great 
and sweepingly generalized con
cepts - while evincing little knowl
edge of the nuts and bolts that 
make these ideas workable. Their 
Love is predicated on the rejection 
of parents, who of all the world 
loved them most. Their Peace is 
revolution against the society that 
nurtured them in a fullness never 
known before in all history; and 
their Justice is an unbalanced in
sistence upon their own values. To 
sactify these heresies, they invoke 
the name of Isaiah ben Amotz, who 
in their reality was but a blue-nosed 
Puritanic upholder of Sabbath laws. 
B e f o r e including themselves as 
"Isaiall's people," they would do 
well to note his strictures on Sab
bath observance, a root-principle in 
authentic Judaism, respecting which 
there is no option. 

As is evident from his Freedom 
Haggadah, Mr. Waskow is readily 
hypnotized by great sounding wotds 
such as Freedom and Liberation. 
But Judaism knows nothing of these 

concepts. The Exodus memorializes 
the substitution of the yoke of the 
Law for the yoke of Pharaoh. No 
man is free. The only relevant ques
tion is: Who is his Master? If Mr. 
Waskow wishes to substitute his 
visceral demands for the yoke of 
the Law, he may do so. However, 
if this is the New Judaism, it is Mr. 
Waskow that is mired in contradic
tions. 0 

REUBEN S. GROSS 
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UNITED 

Chevra Kadisha 
D'chasidim • Har Hamnuchot 

Founded 1856 

BURIAL IN JERUSALEM 

AND ALL CEMETERIES IN ISRAEL 

• 
;maal1n sakobesh 

SOCl€ty 
44 CANAL ST. 

NEW YORK CITY 10002 

Nr. E. Broadway Sta. "F" Train 

Day & Nite Phone 

WA 5-2277 

In Canada: 

Chevra Kadisha 
of United Jewish Can9re9atians 

Montreal Tel.: 273 .. 3211 
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Central Hotel Jerusalem 
6 PINNES ST. DAVIDKA SQ. P.O.B. 1351 Tel.: 21111 

Centrally located - Close to the Holy Places 

FIRST 
CLASS 
HOTEL 

77 Beautifully Furnished 
Rooms - Air·condition, 
Central Heating, Private 
Telephone and Bathroom, 

Balconies. 

SYNAGOGUE and MIKVA 

• 

• 
TWO RESTAURANTS -

Dairy & Meat 

EXCELLENT CUISINE -
Superior Service 

ISRAEL INTERMENTS 

Beautiful Halls 

for Celebrations for 

up to 1,000 people 

• 
J. GRUENEBAUM 

The Management 

RIVERSIDE MEMORIAL CHAPEL, INC. · 
76th Street & Amsterdam Avenue, N. Y. C. • Tel. EN 2·6600 

SHLOMO SHOULSON 
Announces: 
With a feeling of Responsibility and Personal Vigi1ance we make all necessary 
arrangements for BURIAL IN MEDINAT YISRAEL at ALL cemeteries. 
Everything is done with the greatest exactitude and according to Jewish Law. 

SOLOMON SHOULSON • CARL GROSSBERG 
Directors 

Chapels Troughout New· York, Miami Beach & Miami 

TRADITION PERSONNEL AGENCY 
"At Your Service With All Your Employment Needs" 

Need A Shomer Shabbos Job? 
Looking For A Shomer Shabbos Person? 

For Fast, Efficient and Courteous Service 
147 W. 42 St., New York, N. Y. (Suite 1111) • 563-3994 

Open Monday night by appointment only 
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FOR A RETTER RROOKLYN 

Re·Elect Doro President 

Sebastian (Sam) 
LEONE 

Youthful, 1;igorous leadership 
dedicated to: 

Bringing Boro Holl closer to 
the people 

Creating an office of commu
nity relations to respond to the 
needs of Ortl1odox Jewry 

l\1aintatining neighborhood 
stabilization 

}n,;urinp; the safety of all our 
citizens 

Developing the Boro Presi
dency into an inuovative and 
creative force 

Mr. J .. eonc has proven his 
concern for the interests of 

the Jewish community. 

Sam I.cone has the cxperiw 
ence and devotion necessary 
for ma kin/.\ BROOKLYN 

NUMBER ONE. 

Vote for the 
Democratic Candidate 

LE 0 NE 
for Doro President 
COLUMN B ROW 5 

• 
COMMITTEE To ELECT 

LEONE BORO PRESIDENT 
911 Kings Highway 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 11223 
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Sholom 
Aleichem, 
Governor 

This picture was taken in Borough 
Park, Brooklyn, when Nelson A. 
Rockefeller visited the area re
cently. We wish we could repro
duce the sound of the enthusiastic 
welcome. 

Why is the Governor always 
greeted with so much fervor when 
he meets the Jewish public? First 
of all, because he has been an 
excellent administrator with a 
record Of progress and equal treat
ment of all population segments. 

And as for the Jewish community, 
consider these facts: 

Governor Rockefeller supported 
the repeal of the Blaine Amend
ment, which had denied state aid 
to non-public schools-such as 
yeshivos. 

The Governor helped to make 
State University facilities for 
Kosher food available to Jewish 
students. 

Under Rockefeller's guidance, the 
Sabbath Law was passed, giving 
State-Cit]/ University students the 
right to demand alternate classes 
and tests originally scheduled for 
the Sabbath and Jewish holidays. 

Governor Rockefeller won the 
hearts of all good people ... espe
cially Jews ... when he visited the 
Yeshiva of Eastern Parkway after 
the fire set by hoodlums. It was the 
Governor's way of showing sym
pathy and indignation at the 
same time. 

And busy as he is ... especially 
now in the midst of an important 
political campaign ... he still 
found time on September 11th to 
visit the families of two hostages 
of the Arab Commandos. 

Nelson A. Rockefeller has been a 
friend of all of the people. Let's 
send him back to Albany to keep 
up his good work. 

Friends of Rockefeller/575 Madison Avenue/New York, N.Y.10022/James G. Helmuth;Treas. 



The American Jewish Committee to the Rescue t 

- of Missionaries? 

An article published in the Sa
turday's Baltimore Evening Sun of 
July 25th, 1970 set in motion a 
series of letters which offer some re
vealing insights into the attitude 
prevailing in one of the 1najor Jew
ish organizations, the An1erican 
Jewish Committee. 

The publicized article was head
lined "Jewish, Christian Holidays 
Combined." The article begins: 
"Baltimore's only Hebrew Christian 
Congregation will have a special 
Christ111as celebration tomorrow 
without decorations or snow." The 
article continues, ". . . the congre
gation is a combination of Jewish 
and Gentile traditions. Hannukah, 
the Jewish celebration of lights will 
also be a part of the 11 a.m. serv
ice." Continuing, the reporter re
cords: ''The pastor described Em" 
manue) as a congregation with serv
ices that arc Christian but with 
Hebrew tradition. The church cele
brates both Jewish and Christian 
holidays, and with a combination 
of both traditions the pastor feels 
bis parishoners 'pick up where the 
Apostles left off.' 'The entire atten
tion of the congregation, the pastor 
said, 'will be simply focused upon 
the glorious events of Christ's com
ing into this wor1d to save sinners.' " 

The report concludes: "Dr. Cas
sutto (the pastor) said all of the 
parishoners can be referred to as 
Hebrew Christians, but Jew and 
Gentile labels are sometimes used. 
'Our parisb is a protest against seg
regation,' the pastor explained, so 
the group is influenced by all re
ligious and etbnic backgrounds." 

On August 6, the following letter 
appeared over the signature of 
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Rabbi Uri Miller, of the Beth Jacob 
Congregation in Baltimore: 

The article on the edi
torial page of The Evening 
Sun of July 25, over the 
general heading of "Reli
gion" and entitled "Jewish 
Christian Holidays Com
ined,n merits explanation 
from the point of view of 
Judaism and the Jewish 
con1111unily. 

1. We do not consider 
th i s a Hebrew-Christian 
congregation. It is a Chris
tian congregation irrespec
tive of how many Jewish 
"'celebrations" it may in
corporate in its services. 

2. The Jewish community 
looks upon this as a "mis
sionary gimmick" and con
siders it unethical inasmuch 
as it hides this missionary 
aspect. 

Rabbi Miller's letter to the Sun 
elicited the following letter to Dr. 
Cassutto, the pastor of the Emanuel 
Presbyterian Hebrew-Christian Con
gregation: 

"The Baltimore Chapter 
of The American Jewish 
Committee, wishes to ex
press to you and the mem
bers of your congregation 
its sincere regrets over 
Rabbi Uri Miller's letter 
to The Evening Sun of 
August 6th. I am sure you 
are aware that the Jewish 
Community bas no single 
spokesman, and that on 
many topics there are dif
ferent viewpoints. I know 
that many Jews in the Bal
timore community do not 

share Rabbi Miller's views 
on your congregation and 
your efforts in the com
munity. The fact that Rabbi 
Miller chose a public forum 
to express his opinion about 
your congregation was un
fortunate. 

T h e American Jewish 
Committee, f o u n d e d in 
1906 to foster improved 
human relations, recognizes 
the need for, and merit in, 
a wide spectrum of religious 
thoughts and ideas. I know 
of your congregation only 
through the enlightening 
and stimulating article in 
The Evening Sun on July 
25th. Although theologi
cally we may not coucur 
in your approach, The 
American Jewisb Commit
tee feels that every group 
has a right to worship as 
it sees fit." 

This letter was dispatched by the 
Baltimore Chapter of The American 
Jewish Committee. It is instructive 
that the article which The Ameri
can Jewish Committee found "en
lightening and stimulating" repre
sented the efforts of a group which 
articulated their own purpose in 
their Autumn 1969 newsletter in 
the following terms: 

"We are also deeply in
debted to our session and 
congregation members ac
cepting the challenge to be 
soul winners and envision 
our congregation as a Mis
sion Base from where we 
can present the Gospel to 
the Jews, nearby and far. 
We try to make our church 
a spiritual home for so 
many Jews, where they can 
identify with the Lord Jesus 
and the Promised Messiah 
and find eternal salvation." 

REUVEN SAVITZ 
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KOSHER 
-but strictly! 

Cleaned, Fresh-Eviscerated 
Soaked & Salted 

READY-TO-COOK 
Fresh and Fresh-Frozen 

@Supervised and endorsed by The 
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congre· 
gations of America. Inspected for 
wholesomeness by the U.S. Dept. 
Agriculture. 

SOLD COAST-TO-COAST 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Kosher Poultry 

Empire Kosher Poultry, Inc., Mifflintown, Pa. 17059 

Announcing: 

ZEIREI AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA 
SEMINAR SERIES-5731 

Them<•: HASHKOFO AND JEWISH HISTORY 
THEIR INTER-RELATIONSHIP 

Time: EVERY SECOND SUNDAY, 7:30--9:00 P.M. 

Beginning November 8, 1970 through March 21, 1971 

Initial Loration: ZEIREI AGlTDATH ISRAEL OF BORO PARK 
4511 l4TH AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 

I. The Tekufah of the "hfechaber - The histori<' background for the appear· 
ance of a Shulehan Arnf'h: Creativity and Jmmutahility in Ilalacha 

2. The lnquhition - Rationalism and Emunah before the expuh;ion from 
Spain 

3. The Decimtttion of Polish Jewry (1648-9) -- The Era of Shabbtai Zvi 
4. The ercr;H•nec and growth of Chassidus -- From the days of the Baal 

Shem Tov 
5. The Enrnndpation of the Ghetto Je,v ""-- The firflt steps toward Haskala 
6. The p;rowth of the Yeshiva movement in Europe ~ Fr<~m the days of 

the Vilna Gaon 
i. The emergen<·e and growth of the Mussar movement 
8. The Chasam Sofer and R' S. R. Hirsch - Torah Judaism and 'Jew·ish 

Pluralism': Relations with hereti<'al movements in Judais1n 
9. Polish Jewry and its politi('.al oq!anization - The Orthodox Sector 

IO. The A1ncrican Jew (1890-1940) --Spiritual decline and numerical growth: 
Orthodoxy in the Melting Pot 

lL The Hashkofo of Av;udath Jo;.rael -- Its Historical Bno;is 

A1nong the lecturers: RABBI Y1SROEL BEi.SKY, RABBI NACill\IIAN 
BuLI\1AN. RABBI YITZCJIOK KERZNER (Wilkes-Barre, Pa.), RABBI 

NossoN 'sc1fER!\:lAN, RABBI MosIIE S11ERER. 
For further Information, call WO 4-1620 

BURIAL IN ERETZ ISRAEL 
Chevra Kadisha Perushim -Ashkenazim 

OF JERUSALEM 
Founded 5616 (1856) 

1 ·s. .· SCHECHTER & HIRSCH'S ' T 
K:~:Rlla7il8£11N"@L .····· 

PINCUS MANDEL, sole representative 

Over 19 years experience 
interment in all parts of Eretz Yisrael 

ENTIRE OCEANFIONT BLOCK- 31th .. 31th $1. MIAMI BEACH 
••• is a GREAT Kosher Hotel - you'll love it! 

• DIAL For Reservglions Speak to 
MIAMI SAM SCHECHTER FREE PARKING 

BEACH 800 - 327 - 8165 PRIVATE POOL 
AND 

FREE! Or Cell N.Y. Off: Pl 7-4238 SANDY BEACH 
Evenings & Sunday FA 7-1742 
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111 PENN STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11211 
Day and Nite Phone 855-5121 

A dedicated, dependable, expeditious service 

Agudah Member-over 42 years. 
Charter Member, Brownsville Branch 
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NEW YORK STATE TO 

BAN DISCRIMINATION BY 

PRIVATE INDUSTRY AGAINST 
SABBATH OBSERVERS 

New York State will pass legislation 
banning discrimination against Sabbath
observing Jews in private industry, Gov
ernor Nelson Rockefeller promised fifty 
national leaders of Orthodox Jewish or
ganization ai a private breakfast meeting 
in October held in the executive offices 
of Agudath Israel of America. 'J"he 
leaders, in their response, ca11ed this 
act "a tnajor breakthrough in the area 
of legislation affecting Jewish interests." 

Since 1967, a New York State Jaw 
sponsored by Governor Rockefeller has 
banned discrimination against any state 
or city government employee on _ the 
grounds of his observing a Sabbath other 
than Sunday, ot because of his necessity 
to absent himself fron1 work on certain 
religious holidays. In private industry, 
Jewish S<tbbath observers have in the 
last two years found protection when 
several <;fates adopted the guidelines of 
the Federal Equal En1ploy1ncnt Oppor
tunities Com.mission, which by the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, banned any em
ployer from refusing a job to a Sabbath 
observer, unless the employer could 
prove that he would suffer "undue hard
ship." The National Jewish Commission 
on Law and Public Affairs (COLPA) 
has suc~essfully spearheaded efforts in 
New York State and other areas for the 
fulfillment of these guidelines. 

Jn recent months, however, several 
legal decisions rendered by the cour1s 
raised serious doubts about the con
tinued validity of these ad1ninistrative 
guidelines. 'fhe commitment by Gov
ernor RockefeUer to resolve the problem 
in the Legislature in 1971, in the event 
that the negative court decisions are not 
satisfactorily resolved by that date, was 
born out of a conference between the 
Governor and Rabbi Moshe Sherer, ex
ecutive president of Agudath Israel of 
America, during which the Agudath Is
rael leader brought to his attention the 
new necessity of broadening the exist
ing Jaws (which protect government em
ployees) to include jobholders in the 
private sector. Subsequently, the Gov
ernor gave Rabbi Sherer a written as
surance that he would initiate the legisla
tion, which he reaffirmed at the meeting 
with the Orthodox leaders. 
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DELEGATES FROM MANY 
STATES AT NATIONAL 

CONFERENCE OF ZEIREI 
AGUDATH ISRAEL OF 

AMERICA 
Delegates from cities throughout the 

United States gathered at 1he '·Fall Con
ference" of Zeirei Agudath Israel of 
America, held on Sunday October 25, 
1970 in the new Agudath Israel Center 
of Boro Park. The conference began with 
workshops designed to create a new ener
getic progratn for the national youth 
organization of Bnei Torah. The high
light of the afternoon -session was an 
optimistic report of the firsl year of 
renewed activity of Zeirei Agudath Israel 
of America, by Menachem Lubinsky
m.ember of the Executive Board and 
editor of its growing English language 
Torah and Hashkofo publication "The 
Zeirci Forum." 

The audience participated in a thought
provoking syn1posium on the Ben To
rah's role in kiruv rechokbn. Amongst 
the many resolutions that were adopted 
at the conference were: to launch an 
"Hashkofo Seminar Series" this winter 
designed to enhance the Ben Torah's 
knowledge of the inter-relationship be
tween Jewish History and Hashkofo, 
presented by prominent Mechanchim and 
Torah personalities; to embark on a kiruv 
rechokini program, to send children to 
yeshivos; to arrange chavrusos between 
Bnei "Torah and younger or less fortunate 
yeshiva students. At the banquet lhat 
followed, Dovid Friedman, national pre
sident of Zeirei Agudath Israel, urged the 
assembled to mobilize themselves for 
new undertakings in the spirit of the 
chazak they just read. The banquet fea
tured the Rosh Yeshiva of Beth Medrash 
Gevoha, Lakewood, N. J.-HaGaon Reh 
Shneur Kotler shlita. He praised the as
semblage as being "n1ac/lneh elokin1 zeh." 
He then delivered a Haiacha Shiur on 
the lopic of "Atzeres." 

The audience Jistened intently to the 
remarks by Rabbi Chaim Dov Keller, 
the Rosh Yeshiva of the Telshe Yeshiva, 
Chicago branch. Rabbi Keller noted: 
"This is the tin1e where every Ben Torah 
is responsible to go out and pronounce 
the presence of the Creator." 

A message by the dynamic executive 
of Agudath Israel of America, Rabbi 
Moshe Sherer, was read to the conference 
by Menachem Lubinsky, in which he 
hailed the renewed efforts of Zeirei 
Agudath Isr~e]. 

MIDWEST AGUDAH 
CONVENTION IN CHICAGO 

AROUSES INTEREST 

The Midwest Regional Convention of 
Agudath Israel, which will be held in 
Chicago over the 'Thanksgiving week
end, Thursday evening through Sunday, 
November 26-29, has aroused a bro::id 
interest in the eight Jewish communities 
from which delegates and guests are ex
pected to participate. 

Rabbinic and lay activists fro1n the 
entire Mid\vest region will, under the 
guidance of distinguished Torah leaders, 
have an opportunity at this parley to 
explore new methods of building Torah 
Yiddishkeit and intensifying Torah stand
ards locally and the world over. 

r 

DAF YOMI 
CALENDAR for 5731 

write: 5 Beekman Street 
New York, N. Y. 10038 

or call: (212) WO 4-1620 

Yours for 
the asking 

1 

Delicious GLATT KOSHER Break· 
fast, Lunch, Dinner served to you 
by most Airlines at no extra cost. 
When arranging for your next air 
trip be sure. request "Schreiber 
Kosher Air Meals." Available in 
over 50 cities. 

Prepared under Rabbinical super. 1:7\U 
vision of the Union of Orthodo)( ~ 
Jewish Congregations. U.S. Govern. 
men! Inspected. 

--4.;;.,__...._._..._ .................. ~ 
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ARTICLES 

ABORTION Second Looks: The Abor-
tion Law, July '70. 

AGUDATH ISRAEL The Encounter Be-
tween Agudah Ideology and Ameri
can Jewish Reality, Jan. '70. 

AMERICAN JEWJSH COMMITTEE Sec-
ond Looks: "The Mighty J\..1en," Oct. 
'69, 

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS Second 
Looks: "The Mighty Men,'' Oct. '69. 

AUTOPSIES IN ISRAEL Under Attack 
in Israel: The Sanctity of Shabbos & 
The Sanctity of Man, June '69. 

BOOKS REVIEWED Who Wants to 
Live: 101 Mesholim of the Chofetz 
Chayim, June '69; Give Us Life, Me
sholim and Masterwords of the Cho
fetz Chayim, June '69; My Browns
vil1e, In Memoriam, Oct. '69; Juda
ism and Psychology, Oct. '69; Jewish 
Chrononomy, Oct. '69; Isaac Halevy 
(1847-1914) Spokesman and His
torian of Jewish Tradition, Oct. '69; 
Shir Hashirim, The Song of Songs as 
Echoed in the Midrash, Oct. '69; 
Bring Forth the Mighty Men, Oct. 
'69; The Promise, Dec. '69; Chassidus 
and "Scholarship," Jan. '70; From 
Assimilation to Group Survival, A 
Political and Sociological Study of 
an Australian Jewish Community, 
March '70; The Autobiography of 
Nahum Goldmann, March '70; The 
American Jews-Portrait of a Split 
Personality, March '70; Sabbath Shiu
rim, April '70; War on War, April 
'70; Yoshko the Durnbell, April '70; 
Stories of Elijah the Prophet, April 
'70; Sechor Yemos Olam, April '70; 
Encyclopedia Talmudica, Vol. I, June 
'70; Halachos of Shabbos, June '70; 
Tales of the Baal Shem Tov, June 
'70. 

CHANUKAH See FESTIVALS. 
COLI.EGE YOUTH Ferment on Cam-

pus-Messianic Implication? June '69; 
Second Looks: First Judaica Major 
at Brooklyn Co11ege, July '70. 

COLPA Second Looks: A Welfare In-
justice, June '69; Fighting for Shabbos 
on the Legal Front, Sept. '69. 

CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM Second 
Looks: The Succah is "Jn," Oct. '69. 

FESTIVAI-S Second Looks: The Succah 
is "In," Oct. '69; One Candle for One 
Nation, Dec. '69; The Light of the 
Holy Days, April '70; Joy of the 
Festivals in the Hassag Labor Camp, 
Oct. '70; Security, Illusion and Real
ity, Oct. '7{), 

FICTION "Have You Seen My Shel-
don?" Oct. '70. 

HALACHAH Jewis'1 Chrononomy, Oct. 
'69; Second Looks: "Creative Hala-
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chic Mind," Oct. '69; Letters to the 
Editor, April '70. 

HASHKOFOH The Faith of an Ortho~ 
dox Jewish Scientist, June '69; The 
Long Hot Summer-and the Ant, 
June '69; A Jew Looks at the World: 
Man Touches the Moon, On Ob
scenity, The New Idolatry, Why 
Didn't They Resist, Sept. '69; Maiting 
for Moshiach, Sept. '69; The Key to 
Israel's Security, Sept. '69; Soul Ther
apy: A Need for Our Time, Oct, '69; 
One Candle for One Nation, Dec. 
'69; Questions . . . Questions . . . 
And No Answers, Jan. '70; Our At
titude Toward Public Opinion, March 
'70; Who Should Guide Us? March 
'70; The Yeshiva Today, April '70; 
Second Looks: Hurn an Destiny and 
Scientific Presumption, March '70; 
The "Environmental Crisis," April 
'70; Reflections on Chaos, April '70; 
Second Looks: "How Great are the 
Words of the Sages" ... April '70; 
Modern Orthodoxy, An Analysis and 
a Response, June '70; Shabbos-Prism 
of Emunah, June '70; T'fillah: A 
Re-examination, July '70; The Ana
tomy of Teshuvah, Oct. '70; Security, 
Illusion, and Reality, Oct. '70. 

HOLOCAUST "Why Didn't They Re-
sist?" Sept. '69: Joy of the Festivals 
in the Hassag Labor Camp, Oct. '70. 

HUMANISM See HASHKOFOH. 
INTER-FAITH Second Looks: Inter-

Faith at the White House, Sept. '69. 
lsRAI'..L Israel's State of Mind-Is-

rael's State of War, Sept. '69; The 
Key to Israel's Security, Sept. '69; 
Second Looks: A Chat at the Wall, 
Oct. '69; "Going Up" from "Down 
Under," Dec. '69; Second Looks: Mr. 
Quinn at the Kosel, Dec. '69; Ex
periencing Eretz Yisroel, Jan. '70; 
Israel's Noisy Minority, April '70; 
Second Looks: A Dubious Satisfac
tion, July '70; At Horne in Jerusalem, 
Oct. '70; Second Looks: Herzliah
A Stonn in From the Sea, Oct. '70. 

IsRAF.L-ARCHAEOLOGY Second Looks: 
The Mikvah at Massada, Sept. '69. 

lsRAEJ_-GovJ:RNMENT Ts It Time for 
a Parting of the Ways? July ·10. 

ISRAEL-JEWISH IDENTITY sec 0 n d 
Looks: Ivrit Spoken Here, June '69; 
The Search for National Identity, 
March '70; Second Looks: The 
Strange Case of Larry Goldberg, 
March '70; Second Looks: The 
Search for National Identity Con~ 
tinued, June '70. 

ISRAEL-LAW Torah Law Lives-In 
Israel, Oct. '69; Second Looks: Puri
fiying Jewish Law, Dec. '69. 

ISRAEL-RELIGION Under Attack in 
Israel: The Sanctity of Shabbos & 
The Sanctity of Man, June '69; "He 

That Watches Over Is r a e I Will 
Neither Slumber Nor Sleep," Dec. 
'69; Second Looks; The Strange Case 
of Larry Goldberg, March '70; Is It 
Time for a Parting of the Ways? 
July '70. 

JEWISH EoucATION Second Looks: 
The Jewish Day School, Oct. '69; 
Some Facts About Marcus Jastrow's 
Dictionary, April '70. 

JEWISH HISTORY Wanted: Orthodox 
Jewish Historians, Dec. '69; Under
standing Jewish History, Jan. '70. 

JEWISH OBSERVER, THE The Editor 
Takes Leave, Jan. '70. 

JEWS IN U.S.A. Second Looks: A 
Welfare Injustice, June '69; Patience 
in Brooklyn, June '69; My Browns
ville: In Memoriam, Oct. '69; Second 
Looks: The Succah is "In," The Jew
ish Day School, "Creative Halachic 
Minds," "The Mighty Men," Oct. '69; 
Second Looks: "Jewish Leader Num
ber One," Mazel Tov. Maze! Tov. 
Maze! Tov., Dec. '69; The Encounter 
Between Agudah Ideology and Amer
ican Jewish Reality, Jan. '70; Second 
Looks: On Jewish Goblins, Jan. '70; 
Second Looks: Are We "In?" March 
'70; Modem Orthodoxy, An Analysis 
and a Response, June '70; Se_cond 
Looks: The Search for National Iden
tity Continued, June '70; The New 
Left vs. Jewish Complacency, Oct. 
'70. 

JOURNAI,ISM A Letter to the Editor 
... The Editor's Reply, Oct. '69; 
Second Looks: The New York Times 
Sits for a Portrait, Oct. '69; The Edi
tor Takes Leave, Jan. '70; Our Atti
tude Toward Public Opinion, March 
'70. 

MussAR Reh Yisroel Yaakov-t he 
Mashgiach of Baranovich, June '70; 
Beyond Relevance: HaGaon Reh 
Avrohom Jofen zt"l, July '70. 

THE NEW YORK TIMES Second 
Looks: The New York Times Sits 
for a Portrait, Oct. '69. 

ORTHODOXY, MODERN Modern Ortho-
doxy, An Analysis and a Response, 
June '70. 

PERSONALITIES lN JEWISH LIFE Reh 
Yisroel-Who Was He? June '69; 
The Ponevezer Rav, Oct. '69; Reh 
Yisroel Yaakov-the Mashgiach of 
Baranovich, June 70; Beyond Rele
vance: HaGaon Reb Avrohom Jofen 
zt'I, July 70. 

POETRY Looking for a Minyan Man, 
June '69; The Complete Cycle, Dec. 
'69; Mr. Isaacson, Oct. '70; Heart 
Beat, Oct. '70. 

PRAYER See HASHKOFOH. 
RUSSIAN JEWRY A Russian Jew and 

His Tefillin, Sept. '69; From Science 
to Faith, April '70. 
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SCIENCE AND JUDAISM The Faith of 
an Orthodox Jewish Scientist, June 
'69; Judaism and Psychology, Oct. 
'69; Jewish Chrononomy, , Oct. '69; 
Second Looks: Human Destiny and 
Scientific Presumption, March '70; 
From Science to Faith, April '70; 
Letters to the Editor, April '70. 

SHABBOS Under Attack in Israel: The 
Sanctity of Shabbos & The Sanctity 
of Man, June '69; Fighting for Shab
bos on the Legal Front, Sept. '69; 
Shabbos-Prism of Emunah, June 
'70. 

SOCIAL COMMENT T h e "Environ-
mental Crisis," April '70; Second 
Looks: The Abortion Law, July '70. 

Succos See FESTIVALS. 
TRANSLATION Some Facts About 

Marcus Jastrow's Dictionary, April 
'70; Talmudic Encyclopedia-in Eng
Jish Translation? June '70. 

y ARCHEI KALL AH Second Looks: The 
Way of Wisdom, July '70; A Third 
Look: A Turn From the Urgent to 
the Important, Oct. '70. 

YESHIVOS A Third Alternative: The 
Orthodox Worker-Scholar, June '69; 
Yeshiva ·reaching-Vocation or ... 
A vocation? Oct. '69; Letters to the 
Editor, Oct. '69; The Yeshiva World's 
Outlook on Torah and Secular Stu
dies, Dec. '69; Second Looks: Jewish 
Day Schools: A Postscript. Dec. '69; 
The Yeshiva World and Orthodoxy: 
Self Protection . . . or Encounter, 
Jan. '70; The Vanishing Yeshiva 
Teacher, Jan. '70; Why Government 
Aid for Non-Public Schools, March 
'70; The Yeshiva Today, April '70; 
What is Behind the Success of the 
Yeshivos, July '70~ Alienation Among 
Yeshiva Youth, July '70; The Mesivta 
High School: Time for a Reassess
ment, Oct. '70. 

YOUTH Ferment on Campus-Mes-
sianic Implication? June '69; Second 
Looks: "Relevance-In ... or Out. 
Dec. '69; The New Left vs. Jewish 
Complacency, Oct. '70; "Have You 
Seen My Sheldon?" Oct. '70; Second 
Looks: "Broadway, Here I Come" 

? Oct. '70. 

AUTHORS 
ABRAMOWITZ, LEAH Looking for a 

Minyan Man, June '69. 
BLEICH, J. DAVID Shabbos-Prism of 

Emunah, June '70. 
BRAFMAN, AARON The Mesivta Hig~1 

School: Time for a Reassessment, 
Oct. '70. 

BULMAN, NATHAN The Encounter Be~ 
tween Agudah Ideology and Ameri~ 

can Reality, A Symposium: The Next 
Stage, Jan. '70. 

DICK, JUDAH Fighting for Shabbos 
on the Legal Front, Sept. '69; Torah 
Law Lives-In Israel, Oct. '69. 

ELIAS, JosEPH The Key to Israel's 
Security, Sept. '69; The Case for 
National Identity, March '70; The 
Vanishing Yeshiva Teacher-The Ye
shiva Movement in Danger, March 
'70; Talmudic Encyclopedia-Jn Eng
lish Translation, June '70. 

FELDMAN, EMANUEL Second Looks: 
On Jewish Goblins, Jan. '70. 

FEUER, AVROHOM CH. The Long Hot 
Summer-and the Ant, June '69; 
One Candle for One Nation, Dec. 
'69. 

FORST, SIEGMUND Questions ... Ques-
tions ... And No Answers, Jan. '70. 

FRIEDMAN, MURRAY Understanding 
Jewish History, 'Jan. '70. 

GORR, SHMUEL "Going Up" from 
"Down Under," Dec. '69; At Home in 
Jerusalem, Oct. '70. 

GREENBERG, MENACJiEM The Yeshiva 
World's Outlook on Torah and Sec
ular Studies, Dec. '69. 

GROSS, REUBEN E. Second Looks: 
Ivrit Spoken Here, June '69; Second 
Looks: A Chat at the Wall, Oct. '69; 
Second Looks: Purifying Jewish Law; 
Mr. Quinn at the Kosel, Dec. '69; The 
New Left vs. Jewish Complacency, 
Oct. '70. 

HALPERN, SALOMEN A. Some Facts 
About Marcus Jastrow's Dictionary, 
April '70. 

HUTNER, RAV YITZCHOK Our Atti-
tude toward Public Opinion, an essay, 
March '70. 

JACOBS, YAAKov Under Attack in 
Israel: The Sanctity of Shabbos and 
The Sanctity of Man, June '69; Soul 
Therapy: A Need for our Time, Oct. 
'69; "The Promise"-A Novel?-or a 
Polemic? Dec. '69; The Editor Takes 
Leave, Jan. '70; Experiencing Eretz 
Yisroel, Jan. '70~ Chassidus and 
"Scholar.ship," Jan. '70; Book Re
views: From· Assimilation to Group 
Survival; The Auto-biography of Na
hum Goldmann, March '70. 

KAMINETSKY, JOSEPH Mv BrownsviUe 
-In Memoriam, Oct. '69. 

KELI-ER, CHAIM Dov The "Environ-
mental Crisis," April '70; Modern 
Orthodoxy, An Analysis and a Re
spo!'1se, June '70. 

KTRZNER, YISROEI. MAYER Reflections 
on Chaos, April '70. 

LASSON, MORRIS s. Yeshiva Te?ci..ing 
-Vocation ... Or Avocation? Oct. 
'69; Alienation Among Yeshiva 
Youth, July '70. 

LEVI, LEO Ferment on Campus-
Messianic Implications? June '69; The 
Encounter Between Agudah Ideology 
and American Reality, A. Sympo
sium: Introduction, Jan. '70. 

LEVIN, RABBI YITZCHAK M. "He Who 
Watches Over Israel Will Neither 
Slumber Nor Sleep," A Major State
ment of Principle, Dec. '69. 

LEWIN, NATHAN why Government 
Aid for Non-Public Schools, March 
'70. 

LUSTIG, SHAUL What is Behind the 
Success of the Yeshiva-And the 
Failure of Modem Education, July 
'70. 

MottnEcHAI, LEIB :BEN The Complete 
Cycle (verse), Dec. '69. 

PELCOWJTZ, RALPH Israel's State of 
War-Israel's State of Mind, Sept. 
'69; Security, Illusion and Reality, 
Oct. '70. 

PERR, YECHIEL Y. Reb Yisroel-Who 
Was He? June '69; The Encounter 
Between Agudah Ideology and Amer
ican Reality, A Symposium: Self 
Protection ... Or Encounter? Jan. 
'70; Beyond Relevance: HaGaon Reb 
Avrohom Jofen, July '70. 

RADKOWSKY, ALVIN The Faith of an 
Orthodox Jewish Scientist, June '69. 

RASKIN, SIMON A Third Alternative: 
The Orthodox Worker-Scholar, June 
'69. 

SHAPIRO, CHAIM A Russian Jew and 
His TefiJlin, Sept. '69; Reb Yisroel 
Yaacov, The Mashgiach of Barano
vitch, June '70. 

SINGER, SHMUEL Wanted: Orthodox 
Jewish Historians .. Dec. '69, 

SOKOL, MOSHE T'fillah: A Reexami-
nation, July '70. 

SPIEGEL, Y1sROEL Is It Time for a 
Parting of the Ways? July '70. 

STAVSKY, ANN "Broadway, Here I 
Come" ... ? Oct. '70. 

SWTFT, DAYAN M. The Ponevezer 
Rav, zt'I, An Appreciation, Oct. '69. 

WEINBACH, MENDEL Israel's Noisy 
Minority, The Emergence of the 
Anti-Jewish Jew, April '70. 

WEINBERG, YAAKov Waiting for Mo-
shiach, Sept. '69; The Encounter Be· 
tween Agudah Ideology and Ameri
can Reality, A Symposium: The 
Theme in Perspective, Jan. '70. 

WOLBE, SHLOMO The Yeshiva Today, 
April '70. 

WoLPTN, N1ssON Mr. Isaacson (a 
poem), Oct. '70; "Have You Seen 
My Sheldon?" Oct. '70; The Ana
tomy of Teshuvah, Oct. '70. 

ZELIKOVJTZ, YETTA H,eart Beat (a 
poem), Oct. '70. 

Copies of articles listed are available in back issues at fifty cents each. If the issue is out-of-print, a photo~copy of the 
specified article wiJI be sent at the same rate. W'rite to: The Jewish Observer / Baek Issue Dept. / 5 Beekinan Street, 
New York, N. Y. 10038. Remittance must accompany your order. 
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Now that you have finished reading the November 
issue of THE JEWISH OBSERVER 

give us three more minutes and check 
than one on each side, if you wish): 

IF YOU FEEL: 

0 This is a stimulating magagine. It's a 
good thing my dentist subscribes to it. 

0 I have really enjoyed J.O. this past 
year. 

0 This magazine is biased and one
sided, and reading it makes me angry! 

0 What do you want from me? My sub
scription has two and half years to go l 

THREE WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE --

the appropriate boxes (you can check more 

THEN: 

0 Isn't it time you had a chance to read 
The Jewish Observer without getting 
your teeth pulled? Fill out the blank 
below. Your dentist won't mind if 
you rip the cover. JO on a regular 
basis can be a thrilling experience. 

0 Now that your old subscription is up, 
it's time to send in the renewal slip 
below ... Don't put it off. It might 
cost you your December issue. 

0 Send us a letter, and we'll print it. But 
don't forget to subscribe. No one ever 
said that thought-provoking reading 
and analyzing the state of the world 
is supposed to leave you calm, cool, 
and benignly pleased with yourself. 

0 Can you think of a better graduation 
present for Cousin Berl's kid? or a 
more suitable Chanukah gift for the 
boss? JO not only stimulates, it im
presses! 

AND ANY WAY YOU DO IT YOU'RE A WINNER! 

1. NEW SUBSCRIPTION 

Try us out and save $2.00. Pay $3.00 
instead of $5.00. 

2. RENEWAJ, SlJBSCRJPTION 

Receive a $3.00 Gallery of Portraits 
of Gedolei Yisroe], absolutely free. 
One year----S5.00; Two years-$9.00: 
Three years-$12.00. 

3. GIFT SUBSCRIPTION 

Give JO as a Gift and p;et a irift for 
your:~elf: A free (;uller)' of Portraits 
of Gedolei Yisroel. 

Please send .................... year(s) sub.<;cription of The Jewish And send n1y Portrait Gallery to: 
Observer to: 

Name ....................... ,........ . ......................... .. Name ............. . 

Address ...... 

City ... ..................................... . ......... State ......... . ... ... Zip .......... . City ...... .. . .......... State ........... . 

Enclosed please find: $ ......... ............................. .. 


